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ABSTRACT
Feasibiü^ of Integrating Photovoltaic Cells 
in Low-Rise Office Building Design
by
Kevin Russell Thompson
Richard Beckman, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Architecture 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas
This research is an investigation of integrating photovoltaic solar collecting cells 
into a low-rise ofiBce building design providing a sustainable power source meeting or 
exceeding peak energy demands. The data focuses on roof-mounted installations 
examining the costs o f  collecting and transferring solar energy into the existing power grid 
using U.S. government statistics and projected costs. In addition, the possibility o f 
exporting surplus power for revenue as an alternative energy supplier was explored. 
Studies o f  similar research were documented to demonstrate feasibility o f  alternative PV 
installations. The purpose o f  the study examines whether a self-reliant building can be 
economically feasible using solar energy for electric power. The data suggests photovoltaic 
energy does not pay for itself during its life cycle at the current electricity rate, but 
economic feasibility can be expected in the next decade assuming average inflation rate 
projections.
ui
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
One o f  the most dominant constraints in the built environment is cost. Initial 
costs, maintenance costs, and operating overhead are major considerations owners, 
builders, and architects budget for at the beginning o f a  project. Inflation and present 
and future values of money are variables that have a profound effect on the lifetime costs 
of a building. Economic principles such as the law of diminishing returns (determining 
at what point an investment doesn 't return a  profit) and net-worth of money 
(determining when money is better invested; initially or over time) affect a building's 
budget. Technology is traditionally less expensive, both in relative price and net-worth, 
after it has been in the market a few years. Today's cutting edge technology will most 
likely be the standard sometime in the future. Projections based on educated 
assumptions can approximate when certain technologies might become cost effective. 
Therefore, the purpose of this p ^ e r  is to investigate when, if ever, photovoltaic solar 
collectors on low rise office buildings prove to be economically sound. This study 
examines a leased office space in the Las Vegas area powered by a photovoltaic system 
utilizing passive solar design.
1
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The primary source of electrical power for most o f the United States comes from 
fossil fuels. Unless the demand for fossil fuels decreases as the supply decreases, the 
price will continue to increase at a  rate fester than inflation. This means the relative net- 
worth price will increase for the same amount of product at an exponential rate as 
resources become more expensive to process. Alternative fuels should be sought with 
the understanding that fossil fuels are non-renewable and consequently limited in supply. 
Nuclear power was developed as an alternative to fossil fuel, but storage o f waste 
material and nuclear generation plant accidents soured the public's support of nuclear 
solutions. One "clean" alternative source is solar energy. Sun is plentiful in the 
southwest, doesn't have to be stored or mined, and is free. Storage of the sun's power 
has been the variable most affecting the cost of exploiting this free fuel source, yet 
collection and conversion is continually decreasing in unit price. If the technology o f  
photovoltaic solar collectors becomes more cost effective and the price of traditional 
sources rises, eventually solar buildings will be a more attractive economic option.
Photovoltaic energy is a  natural energy exchange that has been largely 
unharnessed by humans. Photosynthesis in plants is remarkably similar to solar 
collection. Plants orient their leaves toward the light adapting to the changing position 
of the sun during the day. Collecting solar radiation to convert into electricity should 
follow nature's method. Tracking the sun as plants do produces the most energy per 
collection surface. Tracking motors add to the electrical load, so analysis is necessary 
to decide whether fixed or tracking makes more sense for maintenance and economic 
payback schedules. Before an analysis o f two dissimilar fuels sources and costs can be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
perform ed, some factors must be identified which create equal terms o f comparison. 
The field o f environmental economics attempts to qualify how to equate dissimilar 
events. The following section provides a brief background o f environmental economics.
Key Concepts o f Environmental Economics 
Since PV power differs from fossil-fuel derived power, an equivalent comparison 
system o f economics is necessary to convert the analysis into equal terms. Humans 
understand monetary valuation and often reference "cost and consequence" choices in 
decision-making. It is no coincidence that humans refer to cultural morals as values. 
A branch o f economics concerning the environment classifies choices made by humans 
into "values, costs, and consequences" which can start to explain the relationship of 
economics and the environment. This branch of economics, called Environmental 
Valuation, is designed to reveal the true costs of consuming economic resources. Terms 
described by David Pearce Economic Values and the Natural World classify basic values 
for analyzing an economic choice. User values are preferences expressed by people 
consuming an environmental commodity (i.e. breathing clean air). A non-user value is 
an asset which has environmental value but not used by the people examined (i.e. 
preservation o f the African elephant). Existance values are a preservation o f a 
commodity or asset for others to use (i.e. preservation of an endangered species). An 
option value is an "insurance" payment to guarantee an asset will be available when the 
user chooses to use it (i.e. cleaning up a lake polluted by industrial waste). The total 
economic value o f an asset equals the sum o f user values added to the non-user values
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(Total Economie V a l u e u s e r  values + £  non-user values). An alternative formula 
for the total economic value is the user values plus option values and existence values 
(Total Economie V a l u e u s e r  values 4 -^  option values+J^ existence values).
Scarcity and Economie Valuation 
Economie markets ideally should respond to the changes in the environmental 
quality whether good or bad .' Values o f users and non-users vary depending on socio­
economic level and awareness level o f costs and consequences for environmental 
choices. Traditionally, the selection o f resources reflect the least expensive means to 
an end. However, scarcity is one limiting factor driving the need for choice. Two 
definitions of scarcity have been identified which describe different situations. The first, 
"Malthusian Scarcity", named for Reverend Thomas Malthus, claims choice only 
becomes necessary when resources are finite in quantity or costs are incurred extracting 
or using those resources.^ Malthus' Essay on Population, first published in 1798, 
introduced many economic issues related to growth which are still studied, proposed the 
role of the environment being the ultimate constraint o f economic growth.^ As long as 
infinite quantities o f a resource are available, no need for economic valuation o f choice 
exists. The second theory, "Ricardian Scarcity" developed by David Ricardo, states 
the sustainable limit o f  a resource can be breached, for a cost over time and, the cost of 
production increases as a  resource decreases.'* Plentiful resources tend to be exploited 
until depletion or until cost makes a resource an unfeasible choice. Only when a later 
generation's desire for a resource (an existence value) is compromised does choice
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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become a factor in economic valuation/ For example, a lake's fish stocks can only 
tolerate so much pollution by users today before becoming a  burden on future 
generations to replenish the fish population to a sustainable level. Absolute limits are 
quantities which cannot be exploited without consequence. The global atmosphere is 
experiencing an absolute limit breech of the "green-house" gas levels with global 
warming as the consequence.® Solar energy is a limitless resource as long as the sun is 
in existence.
Willingness to Pay
Uniform market prices do not exist for environmental events such as producing 
a certain level o f  CO2 as part o f manufacturing, so a  system o f monetary "equity" was 
developed to assess the values associated with environmental sustainability.’ All 
commodities are valued in environmental economics by the concept o f willingness to pay 
(WTP) for a choice. An individual's preferences for a  good are demonstrated when 
the WTP is less than or equal to the market price for that good.® The more a person 
demonstrates a willingness to pay, the more the preference seems the norm. Paying for 
a parking space in a large city is a  demonstration o f its citizen's willingness to pay for 
the commodity o f parking. People not able to pay for parking use other means of 
transportation to move around showing the willingness to pay for mass transit. On the 
other hand, in a  small town of 500 people, very few would be willing to pay a premium 
for parking because space isn't as limited as in a  large metropolis. Mass transit 
wouldn't be as easily funded in a small town without a subsidy to supplement for a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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limited number o f riders. As a  result, willingness to pay for a  commodity is a regional 
value dependant upon scarcity and how the commodity is valued.
People o f lower economic standing demonstrate less W TP because they usually 
do not have the ability to choose as often. Simplistically, the more affluent purchase 
more clothes, automobiles, and consumable goods than a low-income consumer. As a 
result, the preferences o f  the higher income consumers are reflected more often than 
lower income consumers resulting in a  "stacking the ballot-box" effect.’ Those with the 
most money can exploit a  resource to the point o f market failure, when the choices o f 
an individual do not benefit the public. When the public is left to bear the replacement 
cost of this exploitation an external cost exists which is not accounted for in the market 
p r ic e . I m p o v e r i s h e d  people and third world countries are more concerned with 
survival than how their choices may sustain the environment; therefore, economic 
constraints contribute to externalities o f degrading environmental quality. "  Solar energy 
will never be the first choice until the apparent cost is less than a  traditional source of 
energy.
Choice and Value
Who makes a choice is the subject o f  another concept in classifying users. 
Private goods are priced and are usually tangible. Cars, homes, and food are all private 
goods; however, public goods are unpriced and usually occur as a result o f a priced 
good.'^ Ian Hodge states, "...the use o f money as an indicator o f value is based on 
convenience. In making decisions about whether to take action to protect the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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environment it is sensible to compare the value of the environment protected with the 
value of the opportunities which are forgone as a result. Air and water are economic 
commodities but are not priced to use. Carbon dioxide, an end product o f  a priced 
good, affects air, the unpriced good. Regulatory programs set up by authoritative 
entities impose taxes, fees, and permits do compensate for some of the costs to deal with 
priced goods affecting unpriced goods. Most o f  the fees come directly as a  result of an 
environmental catastrophe such as an oil sp ill."E nv ironm en ta l Policy" is based on the 
regulatory agency encouraging (even subsidizing) the "best available technology" to 
minimize environmental damage. However, "excessive costs" cannot be imposed on a 
polluter after a catastrophe as it could terminate the industry.'® The derivation of 
regulatory fees stem from three factors.*® (1) Project Appraisal: environmental impacts 
are estimated and compared to other costs and benefits. (2) Policy Appraisal: 
environmental factors are viewed equally against other costs and benefits to avoid 
distorted cost/benefit ratio with regard to sectoral priorities. (3) Program Appraisal: 
the value of environmental impacts are integrated into the evaluation o f  project and 
policy processes.
Monetary valuation following the appraisal methods listed above is implemented 
in one of two ways. In the "Dose-Response" approach, a given level o f  pollution is 
associated with a change in output which is valued at market price and charged to the 
polluter. This approach may lead to "shadow pricing" in certain instances where 
external effects are not immediately obvious. Shadow prices are market values adjusted 
by factoring environmental damages (external costs) into a more accurate, non-hidden
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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input or output cost. When a market fails to recognize a change in the quality of a 
public good, the quality of the environment is degraded when it otherwise w ouldn't be.'’ 
W hen government decision makers ignore the environment while making choices 
(without policy appraisal), huge externalities arise for which the government must pay. 
The subsidy is simply passed on to the public sector. The United States and Eastern 
European countries have some o f the worst records o f degrading the environment while 
amassing huge deficits the public is expected to bear.'* The second method o f valuation 
is simply assessing the replacement cost for repairing or restoring a damaged asset.'’ 
When a restraint must be made to protect the environmental quality from further decline, 
a  sustainability constraint can be imposed. Individuals are highly socialized by the 
context of the norms and values of the decision-makers; therefore, government’s apathy 
or concern over environmental depletion is passed onto the public in the form o f social
mores. “
Relevance of Environmental Economics 
This thesis questions whether commercial builders and owners pay a premium 
or save money over time by integrating a  solar collection system into a building. The 
externalities and subsidies for fossil fuels make solar energy seem more o f an economic 
burden compared to traditional sources. If the solar installation proves to be a  more 
expensive choice then policy encouraging implementation of alternative fuels are 
required to help promote the "best technology available" as discussed earlier. During 
the time of this study Nevada Power did not offer any solar incentive programs.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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although incentive programs exist in Northern Nevada, elsewhere in the United States 
and around the world. This study will include a  proposed buyback program in the cost 
analysis to see how policy could affect the installation life cycle costs. Hopefully, 
Nevada will adopt assistance policies so less-traditional sources become more common 
as the price of energy rises.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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CHAPTER 2 
PHOTOVOLTAIC TECHNOLOGY
The concept o f  harnessing the power o f  the sun has intrigued scientists for 
centuries. The sun represents the most powerful and abundant source o f energy known to 
man, yet in modem times it has been less cost-effective (given current accounting methods 
and government subsidies) to use than other terrestrial sources. Converting solar radiation 
into useful energy has been viewed as a novelty rather than practical because o f initial costs 
and relative inefficiency compared to other energy processes which are heavily subsidized. 
However, the world ecology is becoming increasingly threatened by the traditional use of 
fossil fuels polluting and impending shortages. At some point, fossil fuels will be replaced 
with other resources; just as petroleum products succeeded coal and coal replaced wood 
as a primary fuel for energy production. Photovoltaic collection o f solar energy is a 
dependable application o f technology which leads to harnessing a sustainable, non-polluting 
energy resource. This study looks at the feasibility o f integrating photovoltaic technology 
into a building's operation and design as an integral architectural design element.
11
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Historical Evolution
The sun has been recognized in science as a tool for a long time. In 212 B.C., 
Archimedes created a "Burning Glass" made o f several hinged mirrors which were used to 
set fire to an attacking Roman fleet at Syracuse. This large-scale device concentrated 
reflected light (similar to using a magnifying glass on a piece o f paper) to set the ships on 
fire a few hundred yards away.' In the seventeenth century Galileo and Lavoisier were the 
first scientists to seriously study possible applications o f solar radiation. Diamonds were 
melted with concentrated sunlight by 1700. A heat engine (a steam-driven turbine heated 
by parabolic reflectors) had been developed by the early 1800s - Irrigation pumps in Egypt 
and w ater distillation plants in Chile were solar powered in the early twentieth century. 
Five patents for solar devices to be built into rockets going to the moon were sought by 
Robert Goddard in 1930.® During the 1920s and 1930s, solar hot water heaters were 
developed in California, and the Massachusetts Institute o f  Technology installed such 
heaters in 1938. Much o f the data collected between 1938 and 1960 regarding the 
efficiency o f solar heating came primarily fi'om the MIT system.'* Modem photovoltaic 
technology grew out o f the National Aeronautics and Space Administration testing o f solar- 
powered satellites and moon-rover vehicles. In the 1960s, renewed interest in earth-bound 
applications grew out o f  the space program. Federal funding during the seventies was 
aimed at developing active heating/cooling systems through photovoltaic collection.® 
Unfortunately, photovoltaic cells have not been very efficient converting radiation into 
electricity (less than 30% typically). By the mid-80s, the only consumer products on the 
market w ere low voltage appliances (requiring a few milliwatts to a few watts) such as 
yard lamps, watches, portable radios, cellular telephones, calculators, and battery chargers.®
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Resource Debate 
The dd)ate between solar energy and fossil fuels usually involves three fundamental 
issues: cost, environmental impact, and reliability. First, initial and maintenance costs are 
the determining factors a majority o f the time. Consumers want the most for their dollar, 
so the cheapest source is usually the winner despite possible negative consequences. For 
instance, pre-Civil W ar heat energy was supplied by water, wind and wood. When 
railroads started proliferating the country in the 1880s, coal became the cheaper fliel choice 
until World War II. Thereafter, refined petroleums became cheaper through technological 
advances. During the 1950s the switch from coal to oil and natural gas lowered consumer's 
rates. Traditionally, the change from one fiiel to the next has occurred as less expensive 
fuel became available.’
After cost, écologie awareness and environmental damage raise questions about 
the safety o f resources. The Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William Sound, the Persian 
Gulf War, and the Chernobyl accident are all examples o f  environmental catastrophes. The 
handling and storage o f  nuclear waste (Yucca Mountain, for example) is subsidized by the 
government, but these costs are not factored into the production costs o f energy. Lastly, 
reliability is an important factor in a stable economy. Without a consistent energy supply 
in an industrialized country, social and economic order are constantly threatened.* Military 
protection o f oil reserves is another subsidized externality involved in fossil fuel production. 
Societal and the environmental sustainability are threatened by fbssil-fuels. How long can 
we maintain our supply o f cheap oil at the current consumption rate?
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Economic and Ecologie Costs
The cost o f  energy output varies between traditional petrochemicals and
photovoltaic conversion for different reasons. First, the two technologies are dissimilar
processes, so care should be taken to compare input and output costs. Photovoltaic
production has no by-product from conversion o f energy whereas coal and oil plants emit
harmful gases (carbon dioxide and sulfur compounds) and introduce toxins (benzene,
arsenic, and trithalomethane) into the water aquifers and rivers which affect the ecology.
Health experts estimate hidden annual costs o f  $200,000 per death for trithalomethane
control, $8.9 million per death for benzene exposure, and $106.9 million per death for
arsenic exposure due to burning fossil fuels.’ Economists estimate the United States
spends between $21 and $125 billion each year to support its oil consumption and $11 to
$187 billion to cover health care and environmental damage related to fbssil-fuel
consumption.'” In 1990, the United States consumed 778.9 million metric tons o f oil."
The U.S. spent $60 billion dollars protecting Kuwaiti reserves in 1990 when Iraq
threatened our supply o f oil.'® This affected the price o f a barrel o f  crude oil as follows:
1 metric ton = 2205 lbs 
density of crude oil =  61 lbs/ft®
1 US gallon = 0.1337 ft®
1 barrel o f petroleum = 42 US gallons
778.9x10® tons X 2205 lbs 1 ft® x 1 gallon x 1 barrel = 5.01 x 10’ barrels
1 ton 61 lbs 0.1337 ft® 42 gallons
Protecting the United States' fossil fuel reserves during the Persian Gulf War 
created a subsidized cost o f  $11.98 per barrel o f oil used in 1990. Similar calculations can 
be made for other accidents. The nuclear accident at Chernobyl in the Ukraine and the
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Exxon Valdez oil spill at Prince William Sound demonstrate the "price" paid (monetarily 
and ecologically) for inexpensive energy. However, hidden costs exist which do not get 
factored into the price o f output. Society, as a whole, pays $5 to $50 (as demonstrated 
above) more per barrel o f  oil in hidden costs." Therefore, the "real cost" is (X + ?)/kwh, 
not (X)/kwh which is reflected in the consumption cost reports.
Start-up costs for fossil fuel plants only include land, building cost, and equipment, 
then fuel costs (transportation and storage) and maintenance are added annually. 
Transmission losses occur in power lines because the source o f generation is not always 
close to the recipient o f the energy. Also, mechanical equipment in power plants requires 
maintenance for optimum output.
Photovoltaic energy costs, on the other hand, need to be examined diflerently. The 
initial cost o f PV installations reflect the "fuel" cost for the life of the system, which some 
manufacturers will guarantee for 20 years.''* The only additional cost is maintenance and 
repair. Integrated PV systems can be installed on existing buildings, eliminating additional 
land costs. Since PV cells have no mechanical parts and are located close to  the 
destination, less wire is needed, mechanical failure is limited, and line losses are reduced 
tremendously. Modular construction allows the installation to grow as capital and demand 
increase. Comparing the traditional technology and photovoltaic production requires more 
consideration than initial cost only; comparison is only valid if  all factors are considered.
Environmental Impacts 
Environmental concerns during the past few years have prompted a new emphasis 
in "Green" movements." "Earth Day" is just one of a number o f recent social awareness
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campaigns promoting heightened awareness about the extent o f global warming, declining 
air and water quality, and nuclear waste. In addition to creating acid rain and polluted air, 
fossil fuel emissions contribute to the gradual warming o f  the earth through the 
"greenhouse effect. " Nuclear power, once predicted to be the world energy panacea, has 
undesirable attributes in regard to transportation and disposal. Ecological risks from 
accidents and operating costs which are higher than original predictions have caused 
concern about nuclear energy’s long term consequence. Ore mining for fueling either 
nuclear or petrochemical plants also devastates the landscape and microecologies. On the 
other hand, solar energy has none of these undesirable side effects. Solar collection 
maximizes land use through building integration. The earth collects 5000 times more 
energy each day than geothermal, nuclear, and gravitational forces combined." Las Vegas 
on average collects 310 days (85% of potential) o f sunshine annually according to the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration." The potential energy gain is very 
favorable for photovoltaic collection.
Sustainability o f Resources 
Ultimately fossil fuels will be exhausted. Industrialization has often neglected 
conservation o f  resources. Sustainable growth, critical to older civilizations, has been 
replaced by modem industrial needs for inexpensive and eflScient fuels. Early in the 
Industrial Revolution, abundant fossil fuel reserves provided relatively inexpensive energy 
with great capacities for work. Between 1950 and 1970, petrochemical development and 
consumption for internal combustion engines increased 5% per year." World-wide energy 
demands doubled approximately every 15 years in the twentieth century and made once
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self-sufiBcient industrialized countries (Japan, U.S., most o f  Western Europe) dependent 
on \fiddle-East suppliers." The increased demand drove prices from $3/barrel in 1973 to 
$ 10/barrel in 1974.“  Oil prices increased again in the late seventies reaching $30/barrel in 
1980. By 1981 the price peaked at $40/barrel; as a  result, U.S. importation o f  oil from the 
Middle-East dropped 50% (world importing dropped 30%).^' Rising prices also prompted 
the American public to consider personal consumption patterns when oil shortage costs 
were passed onto the consumer. The U.S. government started advocating conservation and 
subsidizing renewable energy research (approximately $500 million/year from 1979- 
1983).^ Tax credits and incentives were offered in the hope o f speeding renewable 
technology to commercial markets. Then, during the mid-eighties, prices stabilized leading 
to increased importation o f foreign oil sources by 35%. Federal subsidies for solar research 
were reduced incrementally from $850 million in 1981 each year until stabilizing at $150 
million in 1989 as oil prices stabilized.^ Whenever petroleum has been cheap and plentiful, 
priorities for alternate resource research were lowered. The goal is to limit the use o f  fossil 
fuels in order to prolong reserves and to reduce environmental degradation. Each day the 
world uses the equivalent o f 10,000 days (27 years) o f  stored energy in fossil fuel.'* 
Consumed energy is measured by the Net Primary Production (N.P.P.). This scale 
measures the "...sum o f all photosynthetic production minus the energy required to maintain 
and support those p l a n t s . O f  the total N.P.P., 60% is produced on land and the 
remainder comes from the ocean. The world is currently consuming 40% o f  the total land 
production.^ Fossil fuels come largely from land sources, and consumption is moving 
faster than what is sustainable. Much of the stored fossil reserves have been consumed 
in less than two centuries."
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Arçtiüggt's Resppnsibility to Solar Energy 
Architects can employ regional design strategies which minimize energy demands 
through passive solar heating and cooling. Trends show that energy demands are rising, 
while current resources are diminishing. Photovoltaic technology can either be integrated 
or added as architectural elements to supply power for the building. PV collectors could 
be sized to produce a variable percentage of peak-demand energy. The percentage o f solar 
energy generation would be determined case by case by comparing cost to revenue ratios 
for the photovoltaic system. Excess power in less demanding times can be exported to the 
power grid at wholesale price assuming the power company provides a buyback policy. 
The design goal is to integrate collectors into either unobtrusive or very conspicuous design 
elements based on client preference and desired image. This paper provides guidelines for 
using a  renewable technology in construction for energy conservation which is socially 
responsible.
Unlike Europe, commercial photovoltaic installations are limited in the United 
States. Part o f  the problem is lack o f strong advocates, cost, lack o f social concern for 
sustainable energy (by owners), and availability. Trends show that mass production, 
standardization of module sizes, and technological advances in cell efficiency will lower unit 
costs o f  photovoltaics. Three construction strategies can make solar collectors more cost 
effective: (1) when substituted for another building material, (2) integrating collectors 
rather than retrofitting, and (3) correct orientation for maximum effectiveness. Gregory 
Kiss, a photovoltaic researcher and architect, claims it is the responsibility o f the architect 
to educate the client about the potential of PV-integrated design. Kiss goes on to say part 
o f the blame is that architects fear potential liability if the new technology fails."
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CHAPTER 3
SIMILAR SIGNIFICANT RESEARCH
In 1992 the architectural firm o f Kiss Cathcart Anders, P C o f New York were 
commissioned to study the integration o f PV systems in typical commercial construction. 
The National Renewable Energy Laboratories funded the study to investigate the feasibility 
of PV modules in curtain wall and rooftop applications. KCA tested various configurations 
for performance (efficiency & production), cost (initial & maintenance), and passive solar 
benefits. Construction considerations are stated in their report released in January o f  1993. 
The findings are summarized in the June 1993 issue o f  Architecture magazine. The 
samplings are generic but provide insight to the beginning o f a planning guideline for PV 
powered buildings.
The Curtain Wall Studv Parameters 
The basic curtain wall configurations, vertical, sawtooth, and overhanging awnings, 
were tested under varied conditions. Then sawtooth, sloped, and curved roof 
configurations were documented. Data collected demonstrates the performance o f  each 
condition. Depending on the installation, possible construction problems and/or advantages
21
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were recorded. Those examples will be explained further in this chapter. The importance 
of the KCA research is identifying that PV curtain wall and roof installations are technically 
feasible and applicable for value engineering substitutions.
The decision o f choosing one installation over another will depend on the goal of 
the architect or builder. Some configurations are easy to build but offer no passive solar 
benefits. Others present waterproofing challenges while displacing building materials. 
Value engineering is important to minimize the impact o f the additional cost, so some 
options may be more attractive than others.
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Vertical Curtain 
Standard Curtain-Wall Construction 
Most Economical Construction Type
Opaque PVs
Semi-Transparent
PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Studv: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cadicart, Anders Architects PC
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Vertical Sawtooth Curtain 
Minimal Additional Construction Cost 
Good Solar Performance in Certain Orientations 
Creates Multiple "Comer" V^ndows
Opaque PVs
Semi-Transparent
PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Study: Building Tntegrated Photovoltaics JannaTy  1993 
Kiss, Cadicart, Anders Architects PC
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Vertical Curtain With Angled Overhangs
PVs Independant o f 
Building Skin
New Construction or Retrofit
Passive Shading/Daylight 
Control Benefits
Moderate Additional Costs 
for Structure
Little Danger o f Waterproofing 
Complications
Wiring Must Penetrate 
Building Skin
Semi-Transparent
PVs
Opaque PVs 
Clear Glazing 
Opaque PVs
NREL Study: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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É
Vertical Curtain With Horizontal Lightshelves
PVs Indépendant o f  Building Skin
New Construction or Retrofit
Passive Shading/Day lighting Benefits
Potentially Significant Structural 
and Weatherproofing Costs
Opaque PVs
Semi-Transparent
PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Study: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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Accordion Curtain Wall 
PVs as Building Skin 
Complex Curtain-Wall Skin 
Good PV Efficiency 
Potential Cleaning Problems
Semi-Transparent 
or Opaque PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Studv: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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Sawtnoth Ciirrain Wall 
PVs as Building Skin 
Complex Curtain-Wall Skin 
Good PV Efficiency 
Potential Cleaning Problems 
Passive Shadmg/Daylighdng Benefits
Opaque PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Studv: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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Sloping Wall 
Good PV Maximum Efficiency 
Inefficient Use o f  Building Footprint
Opaque PVs
Semi-Transparent
PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Studv: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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I
Stepped Sloping Wall 
Good PV Maximum Efficiency 
Inefficient Use o f Building Footprint 
Complex Curtain-Wall Construction
Semi-Transparent 
or Opaque PVs
Clear Glazing
NREL Study: RuUding Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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P V  Rooftop Array
PV System Indépendant 
o f  Building Skin
Conventional Array 
Configuration
Maximum PV Efficiency
New Construction 
or Retrofit
Passive Benefit from 
Reduced Heat Load
Potential Structural Costs
Potential Waterproofing 
Problems at Roof 
and/or Structure
Opaque PVs
Clear
Glazing
NREL Studv: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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miH
Sawtooth Roof Monitors 
PV System as Building Skin 
Retrofit to Existing Industrial Buildings 
Good PV E£5ciency 
Good Daylight Benefits
Opaque PVs
Clear
GlazingClear
Glazing
NREL Study Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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PV Skylights
P V System as Individual 
Roof Openings
Applicable for New 
Construction or Retrofit
Tiled or Horizontal Orientation
Numerous Configurations Possible
Daylightmg Benefits
Semi-
Transparent
PVs
_ Clear 
Glazing
NREL Studv: Building Integrated Photovoltaics January 1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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PV Roofing Panek 
PVs as Building Skin
Integrated with Rooftop Structural System 
(Panelized Units Fastened 
Directly to Roof Structure)
Potential Weatherproofing 
and Structural Problems
Snow Accumulation Considerations
Semi-
Transparent
PVs
_ Clear 
Glazing
NREL Study! Building Integrated Photovoltaics JannaTy  1993 
Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects PC
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Results o f  the Kiss Cathcart Anders Studv 
Sloped PVs are 35%-60% more efficient at production than vertical modules, but 
construction is more expensive and difficult. Waterproofing seemed troublesome wherever 
a "double-skinned" installation (having the PVs installed in addition to the curtain wall) 
wasn't used. The problem with doubling the materials is the cost. Transparent PVs offer 
daylighting in addition to power generation; however, opaque panels are much more 
efficient collectors. Typically the more the installation cost, the better the performance 
would be. Lifetime costs and initial costs would be compared to determine the best 
installation for the case.
For this study, the PV rooftop array was focused upon as a test subject. Since it 
offers the highest possible efficiency, it follows that roof installations require the least 
number o f  panels. Rooftop arrays are independent o f the building skin, so value 
engineering is not a variable to add to the cost analysis. If the rooftop installation proves 
to be a good investment, then how many o f the other curtain wall configurations also pay 
back their costs? Can the rooftop installation pay for itself at some point before the end o f 
the twenty year cycle (considering the increase in electricity cost due to inflation)? The 
latter question is the basis for this research.
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CHAPTER 4 
METHODOLOGY
The primary method used to test the feasibility o f  photovoltaic integration will 
be quantitative statistical analysis. Amortization cycles o f theoretical models are to be 
compared using both current energy output costs (in 1995 dollars) and predicted energy 
costs. The figures can be charted against each other to show their relationship. Trends 
in output costs can also be similarly compared to predict approximately when sustainable 
power becomes economically equal to traditional fossil-fuels (without factoring the 
hidden costs of fossil fuels). The building analyses will concentrate on photovoltaic net- 
& peak-power revenue, construction costs, hidden costs, and building marketability 
(visible integration or unobtrusive design choices). All values will be adjusted to reflect 
1995 dollars for consistency with the majority o f collected data and pricing o f  the PV 
systems.
The first step is to identify loads for typical low-rise office buildings. This can 
typically be accomplished for a specific project by consulting professionals (electrical 
and mechanical engineers) who have experience with low-rise office construction. For 
this study, an energy performance design guideline from the US Air Force was used to
36
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estimate the typical office building's expected energy load using passive solar design. 
Next, a system of flat-plate collector system must be designed to provide all or a portion 
o f this load. Data on surface square footage, cost per square foot of collector, and 
output efficiency per cost o f system have been documented. Sizing PV arrays for full 
load demands will be weighed with the possibility of the utility supplier policies of 
purchasing excess electrical production at wholesale rates. Initial cost, maintenance, 
and revenue, amortized over the life o f the system, will be analyzed to determine 
whether to simply oftset peak loads ("shaving" the peak) or to provide full power to the 
building and sell excess output. This amortization analysis will consider the life o f  the 
PV system versus the savings and revenue gained by producing energy. The next phase 
o f this thesis will look at predicted costs o f PV technology and fossil fuels in the future. 
Initial costs of providing benchmark energy levels (80%, 100%, and 120% o f load) will 
be compared to determine if any target level is more costly than another. Typical 
inflation rates affecting the relative value o f money can be graphed to estimate energy 
costs over time. Suggestions at the end o f this investigation will offer performance 
decisions for the invested capital.
Calculation Formulas 
The present worth concept in economics is defined as investing an amount of 
money in the present time to get back a  future amount at a  later date. This method 
allows money invested in the future or past to be converted into present values (or vice 
versa). The formula for determining the present value of a future amount is as follows:
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P=
W here: P =  Present Worth
F =  Future Value of P at interest i
i =  Interest rate per period o f  investment
n =  Number o f interest periods per period o f investment
The future amount of a loan with compound interest can be used to see the actual 
cost of an investment over time. This computation shows exactly how much money will 
be spent over the life o f the loan. Generally the longer the period o f the loan, the more 
interest will accrue; therefore, the interest rate is the most significant variable to 
investors. As money devalues with time, an interest rate close to the inflation rate is 
most desirable. The formula for calculating payments for a  loan is shown below:
F = A [ ]
W here: A =  Annuity payment
F =  Total future sum o f the investment
i =  Interest rate per period o f investment
n =  Number of interest periods per period o f investment
Analysis Variables and Criteria 
Beyond straight economic analysis of photovoltaic integration cost, symbiotic 
relationships may occur which make a PV system cost-effective. (1) Value engineering: 
if a PV product can replace a building material, then the cost o f the replaced material 
is deducted from the building cost. (2) Economy o f  capital: when integrating PV 
products into a  building the land is being used for 2 functions, office space and
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electricity production. (3) Passive solar benefits: when PV elements are oriented for 
maximum solar gain, the shading effect from the PV module can reduce the cooling 
loads. These self-generated "subsidies" can make PV integration economically 
justifiable where they otherwise might not appear beneficial. ‘
The ownership o f a generating system can benefit the cost-effectiveness during 
peak demands. Utility energy is most expensive during peak demand periods, which 
occur during the day. An owner can save the peak costs o f the equivalent utility 
electricity from the PV system supplying energy and sell excess generation to the utility 
company at wholesale. Full retail rate (wholesale +  peak demand surcharge) is saved 
by the building owner. Utility companies would not have to build as many substations 
to accommodate growth if power were generated by private owners. Therefore, the 
utilities will have a wholesale value for photovoltaic energy generation."
In a study sponsored by the National Renewable Energy Laboratories, nine 
design variables were identified which affect the costs and choices designers and owners 
must consider in a PV system. The PV performance study, compiled by Kiss Cathcart 
Anders Architects, documents the effects o f different curtain-wall and roof installations. 
The results of the report, released in January 1993, were summarized in the June 1993 
issue o f Architecture These design factors are (1) solar performance considerations, (2) 
design aesthetics and economy, (3) site considerations, (4) climatic conditions, (5) 
construction methods, (6) mechanical and electrical strategies, (7) maintenance plan, (8) 
building safety, and (9) environmental impact. Each o f the nine factors are discussed 
below.
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The first o f the nine design factors, solar performance considerations, addresses 
the location and orientation o f the proposed installation. The optimum fixed position 
for a PV module is south-facing a t an angle roughly equal to the geographic latitude of 
the site. Within the range of acceptable mounting angles ( i  15° o f the latitude), a low- 
tilt angle is better for predominantly summer air conditioning loads, such as in Las 
Vegas. A high-tilt angle would better serve an installation with greater winter heating 
loads.^ Horizontal installation can be used not only in roof applications but as a  passive 
solar element independent o f the building skin. PV overhangs and light shelves can 
provide protection from direct sunlight and help lower interior artificial lighting loads. 
Similarly opaque PV modules can be used in skylights and awnings allowing indirect 
lighting while generating energy. Generally, wall mounting will require more detailing 
and increased construction costs for proper orientation. Roof applications require less 
detailing but may present structural or weatherproofing problems. Figure 4-1 shows 
typical installations for PV systems
The second consideration is the design aesthetics and economy of using PV 
modules. Solar design has the stigma o f being a limitation rather than an opportunity 
for creativity. Photovoltaic panels accommodate many grid-modules of windows, 
sloping planes and roofs, overhangs and awnings, and in curtain wall systems. The 
flexibility allows many aesthetic options for the designer. It is certainly possible to even 
create new building typologies with a PV vocabulary without compromising human 
comfort, function, and architectural quality. Variety o f module color, texture, 
reflectance, and opacity will allow even more flexibility for aesthetics. Currently, PV
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PV Module
Stnictrual 
Roof 
Member
Rack
Typical Rack Mount
PV Module
Stnictrual
Roof
Member
Typical Integral Mount
PV Module
Stnictrual
Roof
Member
Rack
Typical Stand-Off Mount
PV Module
Stnictrual
Roof
Member
Typical Direct Mount
Figure 4-1: Typical Photoyoltaic Installations
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cell producers are developing collectors resembling traditional roofing material royal 
blue in color and highly reflective. New markets could open for architectural elements 
resembling more traditional building materials. The price o f PV modules will most 
likely decrease as more commercially available production occurs. Since thin-film PVs 
mounted on glass substrates are very similar to coated architectural glass, it can displace 
glazing first and be counted as a PV device second.”* By playing a dual role o f building 
material and collector, the justification for the extra cost seems more logical. Factors 
such as aesthetics or social conscience play a role currently in choosing PV technology. 
Gregory Kiss o f  Kiss, Cathcart, Anders Architects laments how clients tend to 
"misevaluate" their building costs. In an April 1995 article in Metropolis referring to 
using PVs in a cladding system. Kiss states,
"The way people evaluate the costs o f buildings and their parts is so inconsistent 
. . .  In the case o f PV components, it's a bit unfair, because by their nature, 
they 're  perceived as a type of equipment, so it doesn't matter if they cost less 
than a facade material such as stone. Nobody ever tries to do a payback analysis 
o f stone—either you want it or you don't.
Image of the building is usually the reason a cladding material such as stone is selected, 
so why not project an image o f social responsibility by choosing renewable technology 
cladding? If aesthetics isn't the inspiration then the dual usage o f the photovoltaic panels 
as equipment and finished material is a practical and efficient choice.
Site considerations are the third factor in selecting a solar collection system. 
Land costs in some regions of the country are very expensive, so land capital is
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precious. A building surrounded by dense high-rise buildings may be partially shaded; 
therefore, panel performance may be reduced. On a  high rise building, only upper 
floors or rooftop PV installations should be considered unless a  uniform appearance is 
desired. "Sun rights" laws in locations such as California are enacted to preserve a land­
ow ner's right to sunlight on his or her own property and limit shadowing neighboring 
properties. The next consideration in the analysis is the climatic conditions. Weather 
can affect the economics o f the PV system. Variables such as latitude, average 
cloudiness, average temperature, average precipitation, wind load, humidity, snow 
loads, and dust conditions affect the cost o f the PV integration. Insulating against 
temperature infiltration regulates unwanted heat gain or loss. PV modules can either be 
laminated directly to insulation materials or incorporated into a multi-layered air or gas 
filled insulating units. Waterproofing is important not only for the building envelope, 
but for the electrical wiring, electrical connections, and the individual cells o f the panel. 
Condensation and thermal expansion must not cause water permeation if the PV module 
is to operate reliably. PV structure members and substrates need to sustain deflection 
from wind and/or snow loads and be rigid enough to not fail. Horizontal installations 
must account for uplifting forces from gusting; the higher the building, the greater the 
forces to resist.®
Choices made by the architect concerning construction methods can lower certain 
costs in a PV installation. Any construction that can be done in a shop will be less 
expensive and more accurate than field work. In a curtain wall installation typical 4' 
horizontal mullion spacing and a  5 '-7 ' vertical mullion spacing will minimize excess
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framing for smaller modules. Currently, monolithic modules are not fabricated to fit 
common glazing system framing to reduce weatherproofing problems or excess framing 
costs for smaller module size. Detailing o f modules can prevent performance 
reductions. The two curtain wall framing systems, pressure plate and structural silicon 
glazing, affect the performance if  the mullion caps are not flush with the glazing.' 
Shading o f the cells at high sun angles lower the panel collection ability.
Mechanical and electrical issues address the operating temperature o f the panel 
and heating problems inherent to solar collectors. Some heat dissipation is required to 
control the operating temperature o f  the module to optimize collection. Too much heat 
gain can lower the efficiency and create thermal stresses (from expansion) on the 
mounting structure. In extreme cases, electrical fans and louvers can be added to the 
system for temperature control. W iring in curtain wall systems must be protected and 
hidden from view. Switching between different clusters o f panels may be desirable if 
PV systems are on different orientations which do not operate simultaneously.
Possibly the most neglected consideration o f a  building's life is the maintenance 
schedule and budget. Unfortunately, photovoltaic collectors require periodic cleaning 
for optimum performance. Therefore, a  maintenance plan for cleaning is necessary to 
sustain the p r c ^ r  system operation level. One advantage of PV systems is the fact that 
it is all solid state equipment with no moving parts which can cause mechanical failure. 
As a  result, maintenance is little more than cleaning the face of the plate (similar to 
window washing). Vulnerability and durability o f the plate are concerns when 
examining natural forces such as wind loading, snow loading, and hail stones.
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Typically, the individual photovoltaic cells are installed in series on a glass substrate 
with a  tempered glass protective outer layer. These assemblies are usually adequate in 
most climates and weather conditions. More durable substrates constructed of aluminum 
are used for portable PV panels and in extreme loading conditions; however, aluminum 
tends to be a less efficient conductor than glass as a  substrate. As long as the series 
connections are not severed or disconnected, the circuit can continue in the event one 
or more cells are damaged. Owners with property insurance policies can avoid 
replacement costs if damage occurs, and manufacturer warranties cover failures 
occurring within the performance claims o f the product. Photovoltaics are relatively 
easy and inexpensive to maintain, but the need to clean the system cannot be ignored for 
optimal operation.
Safety of the building's electricity supply is the next topic in the nine key PV 
system design considerations. The PV panels must be grounded, as traditional electrical 
systems, to avoid surges and overloads. All connections for the wiring should be o f 
similar metals to avoid galvanic corrosion. As with other traditional electrical methods, 
protection measures must be taken to prevent health and safety risks for users.
The last consideration is the environmental impact. PV power is clean and 
sustainable. Technological improvements in PV cells lower the cost of choosing and 
operating a system. Disposal and recycling o f photovoltaics are waste management 
considerations. Since the cells and substrates are silicon based, recycling into other 
components or products is possible.
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Expected Results
Currently, solar energy doesn't appear to be cost competitive with fossil fuels 
because o f  the discrepancy o f "reported" and "real" costs. However, the two 
technologies are fundamentally different in producing electricity. In this study, 
photovoltaic collection is expected to be more expensive than using traditional fuels or 
power sources. The payback data will reveal any disparity o f cost between using 
standard power or solar power. Resistance to change and questions o f reliability have 
kept the use o f PV from becoming more common. Cost-effectiveness in the near future 
will come from mass production and greater use architectural use o f PV products. 
Products integrating PV technology will help lower costs through value engineering. 
The growing efficiency o f PV collectors, the eventuality o f mass production (lowering 
the initial cost o f  collectors), and the rising cost o f fossil fuels are the primary variables 
used to determine the date when costs are equal.
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NOTES
1. "Building-Integrated Photovoltaics", p. I .
2. Ibid, p. 1
3. Young, William and Kirk Collier, "Evaluation o f  Roof-Integrated PV Module Designs 
and Systems" (Cape Canaveral, Florida: University o f  Central Florida 1992), p. 2.
4. Ibid, p.6.
5. "Here Comes the Sun", p. 107
6. Ibid, p.7-8.
7. Ibid, p.9.
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CHAPTERS 
THE RELATIVE VALUE OF MONEY
M o n ^  changes in relative value over time due to inflation and from interest earned 
on capital. To compare the same amount o f capital at different periods o f time, it is 
necessary to use correction factors to calculate relative amounts o f  money at different 
times. The primary reason for this analysis is to project an investment o f  capital into future 
amounts or future amounts into relative present value. Financial planners often make 
similar analyses to see if an investment is more beneficial at the present or in the future. 
Technologcal progress often affects the outcome of future and present values; therefore, 
unforeseen errors cannot always be predicted. Speculation on the other hand, can allow 
enough accuracy to make a decision about the relative value of an investment.
The formula for present worth, introduced in chapter 4, is the calculation used to 
determine relative values o f future and present amounts. The present value is also known 
as the discounted sum o f a future amount o f money. Future values o f current sums are 
projected by compounding interest on a present sum o f money. The following two 
formulas calculate discounting and compounding capital.
48
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P = F  [  ( l+ i ) “ ]  Discounting
F = P ( 1 + i)“ Compounding
Where: P =  Present Worth
F =  Future Value of P at interest i
i =  Interest rate per period o f investment
n =  Number o f interest periods per period o f investment
Assumed values for the interest rate are based on average rates which fluctuate with 
changing economic conditions. The electrical cost per kilowatt-hour is based on what is 
charged to customers and excludes any hidden subsidies. The intention is to estimate when 
photovoltaic and traditional fuels become equivalent in price to the consumer. Three values 
of inflation will be considered; a conservative value o f  1% (table 1), a liberal value o f  5% 
(table 3), and an average value 3% (table 2) compounded annually. In order to illustrate 
a moderate effect o f variables which are difficult to estimate, conservative conditions have 
been assumed. First, this examination assumes that demand for electricity doesn't change 
over the length o f the study. Then the supply must remain similar to current reserves 
without a disruption o f delivery. Over the next 10 years these assumptions may be 
realistic, but longer projections may be more difficult to estimate. Ideal economic 
conditions are not likely because Las Vegas' growth patterns in the 1980s-1990s will 
continue into the next millennium. Photovoltaic energy has huge potential for competition 
with traditional sources as population taxes Nevada Power's existing resources affecting 
the cost to the consumer for services.
The price o f photovoltaic energy cost is also assumed not to decrease over time in 
the event that technology cannot lower production efficiencies. It is hard to predict
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technological advances, so estimates on the future price o f  PV has been deliberately 
disregarded. Many predictions about the development o f  PVs haven't proven true mainly 
because o f research funding. During the 1970s through the 1980s the development o f  PVs 
was much slower than anticipated because government funding was continually reduced as 
embargoes and crises ended.* Production costs and efficiency have proven to be elusive 
for experts to predict, so this study will assume the current costs will not improve or 
degrade substantially.
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Table 1. —Projected Fuel Costs o f  Traditional Electricity in Las Vegas 
Low Inflation Worksheet (I%) [P =P (H -i)T
Year Cost per 
kwh to 
Consumer
Cost at year 
end
Year Costper 
kwh to 
Consumer
Cost at year 
end
1995 $0.0600 $0.0606 2040 $0.0939 $0.0958
1996 $0.0606 $0.0618 2042 $0.0958 $0.0978
1998 $0.0618 $0.0631 2044 $0.0978 $0.0997
2000 $0.0631 $0.0644 2046 $0.0997 $0.1017
2002 $0.0644 $0.0657 2048 $0.1017 $0.1038
2004 $0.0657 $0.0670 2050 $0.1038 $0.1059
2006 $0.0670 $0.0683 2052 $0.1059 $0.1080
2008 $0.0683 $0.0697 2054 $0.1080 $0.1102
2010 $0.0697 $0.0711 2056 $0.1102 $0.1124
2012 $0.0711 $0.0725 2058 $0.1124 $0.1146
2014 $0.0725 $0.0740 2060 $0.1146 $0.1169
2016 $0.0740 $0.0755 2062 $0.1169 $0.1193
2018 $0.0755 $0.0770 2064 $0.1193 $0.1217
2020 $0.0770 $0.0785 2066 $0.1217 $0.1241
2022 $0.0785 $0.0801 2068 $0.1241 $0.1266
2024 $0.0801 $0.0817 2070 $0.1266 $0.1292
2026 $0.0817 $0.0834 2072 $0.1292 $0.1318
2028 $0.0834 $0.0850 2074 $0.1318 $0.1344
2030 $0.0850 $0.0868 2076 $0.1344 $0.1371
2032 $0.0868 $0.0885 2078 $0.1371 $0.1399
2034 $0.0885 $0.0903 2080 $0.1399 $0.1427
2036 $0.0903 $0.0921 2082 $0.1427 $0.1456
2038 $0.0921 $0.0939 2084 $0.1456 $0.1485
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Table 2. —Projected Fuel Costs o f Traditional Electricity in Las Vegas 
Average Inflation Worksheet (3%) jF=P(l-H)"]
Year Costper 
kwh to 
Consumer
Cost at year 
end
- . Year Costper 
kwh to 
Consumer
Cost at 
year end
1995 $0.0600 $0.0618 2040 $0.2270 $0.2409
1996 $0.0618 $0.0656 2042 $0.2409 $0.2555
1998 $0.0656 $0.0696 2044 $0.2555 $0.2711
2000 $0.0696 $0.0738 2046 $0.2711 $0.2876
2002 $0.0738 $0.0783 2048 $0.2876 $0.3051
2004 $0.0783 $0.0831 2050 $0.3051 $0.3237
2006 $0.0831 $0.0882 2052 $0.3237 $0.3434
2008 $0.0882 $0.0935 2054 $0.3434 $0.3643
2010 $0.0935 $0.0992 2056 $0.3643 $0.3865
2012 $0.0992 $0.1053 2058 $0.3865 $0.4101
2014 $0.1053 $0.1117 2060 $0.4101 $0.4350
2016 $0.1117 $0.1185 2062 $0.4350 $0.4615
2018 $0.1185 $0.1257 2064 $0.4615 $0.4896
2020 $0.1257 $0.1334 2066 $0.4896 $0.5194
2022 $0.1334 $0.1415 2068 $0.5194 $0.5511
2024 $0.1415 $0.1501 2070 $0.5511 $0.5846
2026 $0.1501 $0.1592 2072 $0.5846 $0.6202
2028 $0.1592 $0.1689 2074 $0.6202 $0.6580
2030 $0.1689 $0.1792 2076 $0.6580 $0.6981
2032 $0.1792 $0.1901 2078 $0.6981 $0.7406
2034 $0.1901 $0.2017 2080 $0.7406 $0.7857
2036 $0.2017 $0.2140 2082 $0.7857 $0.8336
2038 $0.2140 $0.2270 2084 $0.8336 $0.8843
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Table 3. —Projected Fuel Costs of Traditional Electricity iuLas Vegas 
K gE Inflation Worksheet (5%) [F=P(H-i)"]
Year Cost per 
kwh to 
Consumer
Cost at year 
end
Year Costper 
kwh to 
Consumer
Cost at 
year end
1995 $0.0600 $0.0630 2040 $0.5393 $0.5945
1996 $0.0630 $0.0695 2042 $0.5945 $0.6555
1998 $0.0695 $0.0766 2044 $0.6555 $0.7227
2000 $0.0766 $0.0845 2046 $0.7227 $0.7967
2002 $0.0845 $0.0931 2048 $0.7967 $0.8784
2004 $0.0931 $0.1027 2050 $0.8784 $0.9684
2006 $0.1027 $0.1132 2052 $0.9684 $1.0677
2008 $0.1132 $0.1248 2054 $1.0677 $1.1771
2010 $0.1248 $0.1376 2056 $1.1771 $1.2978
2012 $0.1376 $0.1517 2058 $1.2978 $1.4308
2014 $0.1517 $0.1672 2060 $1.4308 $1.5775
2016 $0.1672 $0.1843 2062 $1.5775 $1.7392
2018 $0.1843 $0.2032 2064 $1.7392 $1.9174
2020 $0.2032 $0.2241 2066 $1.9174 $2.1140
2022 $0.2241 $0.2470 2068 $2.1140 $2.3307
2024 $0.2470 $0.2724 2070 $2.3307 $2.5696
2026 $0.2724 $0.3003 2072 $2.5696 $2.8329
2028 $0.3003 $0.3311 2074 $2.8329 $3.1233
2030 $0.3311 $0.3650 2076 $3.1233 $3.4435
2032 $0.3650 $0.4024 2078 $3.4435 $3.7964
2034 $0.4024 $0.4437 2080 $3.7964 $4.1855
2036 $0.4437 $0.4891 2082 $4.1855 $4.6146
2038 $0.4891 $0.5393 2084 $4.6146 $5.0875
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Projected Energy Costs 
Based on Inflation
$035
$030
TS $0.10 mm,  ..................................
$0.00
1996 2000 2004 2008 2012 2016 2020 2024 2028 2032
Year
Legend
Photovoltaic ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 5% hiflation
3% Inflation llllllllllllll 1 % Inflation
Figure 5-1 ; Summary o f  Projected Energy Costs due to  Inflation
Results o f  applying inflation to the cost of power shows the convergence of 
traditional power to photovoltaic sources. If the inflation rate averages five percent, then 
PV will be cost effective around 2016. Coincidentally, that break-even date is 
approximately the time a system would be replaced if  installed in 1995. I f  inflation is 
averaging three percent, the PV and traditional power converge in price around 2029. 
Assuming a low inflation rate, photovoltaic power won't seem attractive until 2092. This 
data assumes no technological advantages or cost reduction o f  PV collectors over time, nor 
does the data reflect variables due to  supply and demand o f  current fossil fuel or nuclear 
resources.
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Amortization And Lifetime Costs 
Lifetime building costs consist o f the repayment o f a loan over time with interest. 
The typical cycle is 30 years for a building. The expected life o f  the photovoltaic system 
is twenty years before it needs to be replaced. Table 4 illustrates the annual payment 
necessary for each million dollar invested into a building and its equipment.
Table 4. ~A im ual?rm dpal and Interest^ Payments per $1,000,000 o f  Capital
Diter^^Rate 5 Year 20 Year 30 Year
3% $218,355 $67,216 $51,019
4% $224,627 $73,582 $57,830
5% $230,975 $73,582 $65,051
6% $237,396 $87,185 $72,649
7% $243,890 $94,400 $80,600
8% $250,456 $101,852 $88,827
9% $257,092 $109,546 $97,336
10% $263,797 $117,460 $106,079
11% $270,570 $125,576 $115,024
12% $277,410 $133,879 $124,144
13% $284,315 $142,354 $133,410
14% $291,283 $150,986 $142,803
15% $298,316 $159,761 $152,300
16% $305,410 $168,667 $161,886
17% $312,564 $177,690 $171,545
18% $319,778 $186,820 $181,264
19% $327,050 $196,045 $191,034
20% $334,379 $205,357 $200,846
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Building Cost Estimate 
The lifetime cost o f  the building is affected by the addition o f  PV systems. 
Economic feasibility consists o f  either the PV system lowering the lifetime cost or being 
within an acceptable cost impact. Amortization of the building's costs will show the annual 
overhead for building. The estimates in tables 5 and 6 were made using Mean's 
Construction Cost Data 1995.̂  Correction factors for specific site conditions, location, and 
year were used for the most accurate estimate possible. The first correction is for the scale 
o f the building. The data used was for an average size building o f  8,600 square feet. With 
over 11 times that size, there is an economy of scale to consider. Mean's dictates using a
0.90 cost multiplier for any building 3.5 times larger than the data sample. Another 
correction is for Las Vegas. Prices differ between regions o f the country based on 
availability of materials and how fiir other materials must be shipped in. For Las Vegas, the 
weighted average for all the construction divisions is 101.8. That number is derived by 
finding the average costs fi’om 30 major cities in the same region. The final consideration 
is the inflationary affect on the data. The historical cost index is used to  estimate how 
inflation will affect the price o f the project into the future. For the conversion of 1995 to 
1996 costs, a factor of 105.7 was multiplied into the estimate. This is a fairly basic building 
with common materials. Addition o f premium finishes (marble or granite floors, high 
performance glazing, etc.) or special construction due to building configuration will affect 
the overall cost.
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Tàblé 5a. (RW ianData)
Description Unit Costs 
per sf
SF Cost 
Modifier
City Cost 
Index
Year
Correction
Total
Building $66.10 0.90 1.018 1.057 $64.01
Site Work $6.55 0.90 1.018 1.057 $6.34
Masonry $4.14 0.90 1.050 1.057 $4.14
Equipment $1.16 0.90 1.018 1.057 $1.12
Plumbing $2.99 0.90 0.997 1.057 $2.84
HVAC $5.90 0.90 0.997 1.057 $5.60
Electrical $6.10 0.90 1.083 1.057 $6.28
total per square foot $90.33
total building 100,000 sf $9,033,089
'TableSb.
Description Unit Costs 
per sf
SF Cost 
Modifier
City Cost 
Index
Year
Correction
Total
Building $87.95 0.90 1.018 1.057 $85.17
Site Work $10.25 0.90 1.018 1.057 $9.93
Masonry $7.90 0.90 1.050 1.057 $7.89
Equipment $3.25 0.90 1.018 1.057 $3.15
Plumbing $4.28 0.90 0.997 1.057 $4.06
HVAC $8.70 0.90 0.997 1.057 $8.25
Electrical $8.40 0.90 1.083 1.057 $8.65
total per square foot $127.10
total building 100,000 sf $12,710,258
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NOTES
1. Richard Golob and Eric Brus. The Almanac o f  Renewable Energy HSTew York Henry 
Holt and Company, 1993), 127.
2. Building Construction Cost Data: Western Edition fKingston MA; R.S. Means 
Company, Inc., 1995), 407.
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CHAPTER 6
FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS FOR A SAMPLE BUILDING
For the most relevant results, a typical ofiBce building size was chosen for analysis. 
The intent o f  the study is not to create the "ultimate PV" building design for Las Vegas, but 
to focus on the typical leased office space built with suggestions for making it more 
environmentally sensible. Statistics compiled by the United States Government indicate 
the majority o f office buildings built have 100,000 square feet or more of gross floor area.' 
Figure 6-1 shows the statistical breakdown for typical sizes o f  commercial projects. For 
a sample building, a rectangular floor plate configuration o f 25,000 square feet on a 30' x 
30' grid with a floor to floor height o f  13'-6" was selected. A centrally located core 
provided vertical circulation with primary linear horizontal circulation along the long axis 
o f the building. The short, 30' spans are usually the least expensive to construct while 
providing good spatial flexibility. Minimal floor to floor heights reduce column loads and 
volume o f the building. The longest building elevations would be oriented to the north and 
south taking advantage o f natural daylighting and passive solar energy design. The shorter 
elevations have minimized glazing for energy and glare control. Lightshelves, fins, 
overhangs, and other solar control devices were added for manipulating natural light. The
59
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methods o f  integrating passive solar-gain shading devices are consistent with 
recommendations for a Southwestern desert environment. Southern exposures were 
protected by overhanging light shelves which also difiuse light deeper into the interior 
space as well as provide partial shade for the glazing. Eastern and Western exposures are 
minimized and protected with eggcrate shading devices. Northern exposures were 
protected with vertical fins to control early morning and late afternoon overheating in 
summer months. Mechanical equipment designed for "night-flushing" and thermal mass 
were integrated into the design to facilitate better energy performance. To lower energy 
demands, natural lighting combined with task lighting allows sufficient illuminance levels 
while minimizing internal heat gain. A sample building plan is provided to illustrate the 
basic shell o f  a typical office building built in Las Vegas.
Commercial Buildings 
Square Footage of Floorspace -1992
5000 or less -j *
-  5001-10,000 -
^  10,001-25,000 -
1 25,001-50,000 -
oa
g  50,001-100,000 -
100,001 and over -
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Numbo^ of Builidngs Constructed
Figure 6-1; Commercial Construction Statistics 
Statistical Abstract o f  the United States. 1994
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Sample Building Floor Plan
First Roor Plan
Figure 6-2; Buiding Roor Plan
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Sample Building Elevations 
No Passive Solar Devices
I I i
B  ; 1 B
1 1 I
1
1
1
1 !  i 1
1 1
1
East Elevation
Soudi Elevadon
Glazing is exposed to direct sun increasing interior heat gain
Building skin receives only minimal shading 
during summer months
Glare during low sun angles can be a problem
Exposed glazing offer opportunities for integration 
(Not the most efficient angle for PV collectors)
Figure 6-3: Building Elevations widiout Passive Solar Devices
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Sample Building Elevations 
With Passive Solar Devices
East Elevation
South Elevation
Glazing is more protected 6om direct sun
Building skin receives shade during summer’s high 
sun angles but the skin is not shaded in low sun 
angles o f winter
Glare is controled by different solar devices in 
different orientations
Overhangs offer opportunities for PV integration
Figure 6-4: Building Elevations with Passive Solar Devices
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Planning Procedure for Equipment Sizing 
Since the early 1970's oil embargo, the United States Government started compiling 
energy statistics and analyzing design choices among its military installations concerning 
energy usage. Responding to the Military Construction Codification Act o f 10 USC 2801, 
Executive Order 12003 and the Office o f the Secretary o f Defense directives, several 
policies and building procedures were implemented to reduce the reliance on fossil fuels. 
The primary goal was to save operating costs through taking advantage of passive solar 
techniques for efficient design.^ Five volumes o f  planning guidelines were written by the 
Architectural Energy Corporation and the Florida Solar Energy Center under contract to 
the United States Air Force Engineering Directorate.^ The charts compare energy loads 
o f  a conventional fossil fuel facility by building type compared to the same facility 
employing passive design. The cost effect o f  different passive design elements are 
documented to evaluate where the greatest savings can be made in cost o f  the building and 
energy conservation. In addition, energy priorities are examined to determine which 
passive techniques (heating, cooling, lighting, ventilation, or process demands) would 
produce the most benefit. The tables, charts, and statistics for the region including Nellis 
AFB (Las Vegas, NV) were used as a model in calculating the sample building in this 
thesis.
Types o f Loads
The energy loads are generalized as either external (envelope) loads or internal 
loads. Envelope loads are associated with energy transfer through the building's shell. 
Climate data o f Heating Degree Days (HDD), Cooling Degree Days (CDD), Latent
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Enthalpy Hours (LEH), and Cloudiness Index (RAD) afiFect the external load o f  the 
building. The number o f days outside temperatures are above human comfort are measured 
using the CDD nomenclature, conversely HDD is the number o f days temperatures are 
below human comfort. Latent enthalpy hours and cloudiness determine how heat or cold 
temperatures dissipate into the sky. Twelve regions worldwide were isolated with similar 
climatic characteristics. Internal loads vary by occupancy, building use, and hours o f 
operation. The number o f occupants and equipment used determine the internal heat gain; 
therefore, variations in use of the building determine the most effective passive design 
elements. Unlike external loads, occupant and equipment demands are usually constant 
during hours o f  operation throughout the year. The typical energy demand curve for an
I
I
Commercial Building Characteristics 
Typical Summer Day
12 am 3 am 6am 9am  Noon 3 pm 6 pm 9 pm 12 am
Legend
■ Insolation
Building Electrical Load
Figure 6-5: Building Energy Characteristics 
Solarex Planning Brochure
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ofiSce building is shown in figure 6-5. Unfortunately, energy use in commercial buildings 
does not reflect the same percentage o f energy costs because o f differences in equipment 
eflSciency and regional fuel costs (gas versus electricity). A comparison is shown in figure 
6- 6 .
Energy Use Versus Energy Cost
Cooling
25.5%
Lighting
46.3%
Heating
12.7%
Other
15.5%
Cooling
44.1%
Lighting
43.1%
Heating 
4.4% 
Other 
8.4%
Figure 6-6
United States Air Force, Passive Solar Handbook Comprehensive Planning Guide: 
Vol. n
EngrgyX oad Sizipg
The first step o f  the feasibility analysis is to size the peak equipment load o f the test 
building. Peak demand is defined as, "...the maximum instantaneous and simultaneous 
usage o f  electricity by all end uses in the building."* The value is expressed in watts per 
hour at the most demanding load of the day. Process demands (computers, copy machines, 
coffee makers, occupants, etc.) affect internal heat loads the HVAC must handle. Artificial 
lighting is another significant factor o f internal energy demand. External loads are
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calculated taking into account glazing percentage, glazing type, and shading. Target design 
loads for each climate region and building type were used to size HVAC equipment. Using 
the techniques and procedures in the Air Force handbook, a total energy reduction of 
approximately 40% can be achieved.®
The process documented in the handbook offers general guidelines to sizing a 
building's load. (1) Detennine the climate region for the proposed building. (2) Establish 
the building type to be planned. (3) Determine conventional building energy use and energy 
use priority. (4) Determine conventional building electricity peak demand. (5) Choose 
appropriate passive solar systems. (6) Match energy use to passive solar systems. (7) 
Determine passive building energy use and peak demand. (8) Determine energy costs of 
conventional and passive solar building. (9) Determine HVAC system size. After sizing 
the load, photovoltaic collectors should be sized for the parameters o f the study.
Photovoltaic Tracking Devices 
Tracking PV devices increase the daily output o f  collection by orienting the panel 
perpendicular to the sun for longer periods o f time. By keeping the PV panel 
perpendicular to the sun, winter collection can be increased 10-15%. In summer, a 25- 
40% increase can be achieved. The variation is due to availability o f sun, cloudiness, and 
latitude. As with mounted PV panels, the panel is optimized when the tilt o f  the panel 
equals the latitude o f the installation. A 10° aiming error results in a 2% reduction in 
module output, a 20° error equals a 6% loss, a 30° error equals a 14% loss, a 40° error 
equals a 22% loss, a 50° error equals a 35% loss, a 60° error equals a 50% loss. Greater 
accuracy in aiming the panels toward the optimum sun angle for the location can increase
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the productivity o f  the installation.
Energy Worksheet on the Sample Building 
The following analysis is based on research figures from the Air Force Passive 
Solar Handbook. Appendix A includes the pertinent tables used to  size the HVAC load 
for the test building in Las Vegas. The following answers adhere to the procedure 
described earlier in this chapter.
L  Determine the climate region for the proposed building.
Region 5
Heating Degree Days (HDD): 1,000 to 6,000
Cooling Degree Days (CDD): 250 to 2,250
Latent Enthalpy Hours (LEH): 5,000 to 15,000
Cloudiness Index (RAD): 0.60 to 0.75
n. Establish the building type to be planned.
Category C-Multistory Administration Building
m . Determine conventional building energy use and energy use priority.
Energy Use 70 KBtu/sftyr
Energy Use Priorities:
1. Cooling Loads
2. Lighting Loads
3. Process Loads
4. Ventilation Loads
5. Heating Loads
rv. Determine conventional building electricity peak demand.
Yearly Energy Demand 69,879 Btus per Square Foot per Year
Peak Demand 7.5 Watts per Square Foot
V. Choose appropriate passive solar systems (see table 6).
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T ^ l e  6. —Pasâve Solar S ta t^ y  L içact
Heatmg (Potential Lnpact Percentage)
Direct Gain & Storage Indirect Gain Direct Gain Sunspace
0 0 0 0
Codlmg (jPotential Impact P^centage)
Night Mechanical Ventilation Natural Ventilation
0 < 5 %
(Potential Impact Pa^centage)
Window Skylight Sawtooth
Aperture
Monitor
Aperture
Atrium
10% - 15% > 15% > 15% > 15% > 15%
VI. Match energy use to passive solar systems (see tables 7 and 8).
T ^ le 7 _ T ^ ^ O Œ ^  O pora tm g^etgy  Use Adndnistratwe Office
EnergyUse
Description QHeat
(%)
QCool
(%)
QLite
(%)
QVent
(%)
QProc
(%)
Bldg
Btu/sf-yr
Bldg
$/sf
Conventional
Building
2.1% 43.4% 41.0% 6.2% 7.3% 69,879 $1.49
Natural Vent. 2.1% 41.0% 42.7% 6.4% 7.6% 67,114 $1.44
Windows 3.2% 46.0% 36.5% 5.3% 9.0% 56,877.
00
$1.19
Skylights 3.4% 50.8% 29.5% 6.9% 9.4% 54,485 $1.16
Sawtooth 3.9% 52.8% 26.8% 6.6% 9.9% 51,893 $1.11
M onitor 4.0% 52.4% 27.6% 6.4% 9.6% 53,638 $1.14
Atrium 3.4% 55.6% 24.5% 7.5% 8.9% 57,415 $1.22
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Table 8. —Percentage o f  Annual OperatuigEnCTgy Cost for an Admmistrative Office
Energy Cost
Description SHeat
(%)
SCool
(%)
SLite
(%)
SOther
(%)
HVAC
Heat
Btu/hr/sf
HVAC
Cool
Btu/hr/sf
Peak
Load
(w/sf)
Conventional
Building
0.9% 50.6% 41.0% 7.5% 10 33 7.1
Natural Vent. 1.0% 48.9% 42.4% 7.7% 10 33 7.1
Windows 1.4% 52.5% 36.7% 9.4% 10 23 5.2
Skylights 1.5% 59.1% 29.7% 9.6% 10 28 5.5
Sawtooth 1.7% 60.7% 27.6% 10.0% 11 26 5.5
Monitor 1.7% 60.3% 28.2% 9.8% 12 26 5.6
Atrium 1.5% 64.7% 24.6% 9.2% 10 33 5.9
Any one of the daylighting techniques listed previously in the tables 7 and 8 cut the 
total peak energy demands by approximately 1.5 watts per square foot. Cooling and 
lighting constitute 84.4% of the energy usage and 91.6% o f  energy costs for this building 
type. The first energy priority is cooling, so strategies lowering the cooling use and cost 
would be most appropriate. Natural ventilation is the only option which lowers the 
cooling demand. The disadvantage to natural ventilation is the yearly Btu per square foot 
requirement is still quite high. Operable windows drop the peak load firom 7 .1 watts per 
square foot to 5.2 watts per square foot and lower the energy use and cost for lighting by 
approximately 4.5%. Ventilation is Meditated by using windows also, so windows will be 
implemented into the passive solar planning.
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Vn. Determine passive building energy use and peak demand.
Yearly Energy Demand 
Peak Demand
56,877 Btus per Square Foot per Year 
5.2 Watts per Square Foot
Vni. Determine energy costs of conventional and passive solar building.
Conventional Building Cost 
Passive Solar Building Cost
$1.49 per Square Foot per Year 
$1.19 per Square Foot per Year
DC. Determine HVAC system size.
HVAC Heating Load 
HVAC Cooling Load
(Cooling Load Dominates)
23 BTU/hr/sf X 100,000 sf =
10 Btu per hour per square foot 
23 Btu per hour per square foot
2,300,000 Btuh
The next section reflects sizing photovoltaic systems for diflferent scenarios, 80%, 
100%, or 120% o f  the peak load. The study tests which payback period is more 
beneficial. Is the strategy to offset the electrical demand by undersizing the system which 
would save installation costs, or is it wise to  oversize the collectors taking advantage o f  
the revenue gained from exportation? The average cost o f the building was estimated at 
$90-$ 125 per square foot, but the PV system will add to the cost o f the building. 
Economically, the system should pay for itself or save energy costs to be justified 
assuming no other incentives are provided.
Cost Ramifications o f  a Photovoltaic Svstem 
Normally, office building lifetime costs are figured for a 30 year term, but any 
special equipment should pay for itself within five years to be considered a good
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investment. Those energy costs will be offset or saved with the following scenarios. The 
prices o f  the equipment are taken from a 1995 Sunelco, Inc. catalog. In 1995 the annual 
energy cost ($0.06/KWh) is calculated as follows:
56.877 BTU X 2.931xlQ-*Kwh X $0.06 X 100,000 Sq. Ft. = $100 024 
Sq. Ft.-Yr BTU Kwh year
For each additional cent in rate per kilowatt-hour the annual cost rises $16,671 per year.
Several scenarios for the proposed photovoltaic systems are given in the following 
sections to show initial installation costs. Operation costs are more difficult to estimate 
because o f  inherent variations in temperature and cell degradation. However, average 
monthly temperatures can be used to approximate the percentage o f  the peak which can 
be expected during the month. I f  the peak demands are not being reached, then the 
system is able to ©qjort excess power. In the following scenarios, the sizing of the system 
delivers 80%, 100%, or 120% o f the peak load. The percentage difference in the peak 
design temperature can be subtracted from the average monthly temperature. That 
percentage difference is then multiplied by the wholesale rate of energy to approximate the 
expected revenue possible for that month. Again, temperature fluctuations affect the real 
revenue, so the revenue could be more or less depending on the seasonal variations which 
are above or below average. Whether power is purchased from the grid or PV, 
unexpected demands would have similar cost effects on the expected monthly energy 
expenditure. The expected monthly revenue is summarized in table 9. The design 
temperature is taken from the fourth edition o f the Air Conditioning Contractors o f  
America Load Calculation Manual for commercial buildings. The average temperature 
data is from the National Oceanic Atmospheric Association climatic data for Las Vegas.
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Table 9. —Expected Anmial E^ôrting 'R evôiiiè - 100% ofE nergy  Load
rMbnth _ HVAC
Design/
.Tem p.
Average.
Monthly
Peak,
T«np.
Pefcent%e : 
cfPw IcLoad 
Exported
Percent o f  
PeakX oad 
Used
.^ p ro x .
Expected
Revenue
January 106 56.0 47.2% 52.8% $23,591
February 106 62.4 41.1% 58.9% $20,571
March 106 68.3 35.6% 64.4% $17,787
April 106 77.2 27.2% 72.8% $13,588
May 106 87.4 17.5% 82.5% $8,776
June 106 98.6 7.0% 93.0% $3,491
July 106 104.5 1.4% 98.6% $708
August 106 101.9 3.9% 96.1% $1,934
September 106 94.7 10.7% 89.3% $5,331
October 106 81.5 23.1% 76.9% $11,559
November 106 66.0 37.7% 62.3% $18,872
December 106 57.1 46.1% 53.9% $23,072
Annual Total Expected Exporting Revenue $148,620
With the estimated annual fuel cost of $100,024 and an estimated exporting 
revenue o f  approximately $148,620 it is easy to see how costs over the lifetime are 
marginal. The following scenarios demonstrate exactly how each installation should 
perform financially.
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Fixed Mount Photovoltaic Systems 
Providing only 80% o f  the total load is best described as "shaving" peak energy 
demand. Power from the grid is still needed whenever the percentage o f  peak loading is 
greater than 80%, usually from May through October. However, there is still some 
exporting possible during a couple o f months. Exporting revenue may offset the months 
o f the year where additional energy must be purchased to meet the full demand.
Solar-Tracking Photovoltaic Systems 
A 25%-40% increase can be expected in the summer by using tracking devices 
Since the summer is when the building energy demands are greatest, tracking allows the 
following analysis to reduce the equipment required. Therefore, an assumption o f a 25% 
and a 40% collection increase will be tested. Because of the sunlight characteristics and 
energy priorities o f the Las Vegas area, it is very possible to take full advantage of the 
decreased equipment requirements.
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Fixed Mount System Scenarios
Scenario 1 ; 80% Peak Load Output, Fixed Mount
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.80) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 Sq. Ft. X 1 module X $384 = $2,662,400 
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
6934 modules are needed to supply this demand
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(0.80) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 Sq. Ft. X 1 inverter X $798 = $255,360
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofMounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
6934 modules X 1 mount X $340 = $196,464 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $3,084,224 adding $30.84 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 80 percent. This saves $80,019 in energy costs per year 
and has the potential to create $118,912 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost o f  the system is $291,129 which is short o f paying for itself annually by 
$92,198. This system will be feasible when electricity costs 11.5 cents per kilowatt-hour 
(a 5.5 cent increase).
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Scenario 2: 100% Peak Load Output, Fixed Mount 
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(1.00) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 Sq. Ft. X 1 module X $384 = $3,328,000
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
8667 modules are needed for this demand
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(1.00) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 Sq. Ft. X 1 inverter X $798 = $319,200
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofM ounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
8667 modules X 1 mount X $340 = $245,565 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $3,892,765 adding $38.93 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 100 percent. This saves $100,024 in energy costs per 
year and has the potential to create $148,640 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost is $367,450 which is short o f paying for itself by $118,786 This system 
will be feasible when electricity costs 13.1 cents per kilowatt-hour (a 7.1 cent increase).
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Scenario 3: 120% Peak Load Output, Fixed Mount
Modules: (Solarex M SX-60 commercial modules)
(1.20) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 Sq. Ft. X 1 module X $384 = $3,993,600
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
This installation requires 10,400 modules
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(1.20) X 5.2 w atts X  100,000 Sq. Ft. X 1 inverter X $798 = $383,040
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofM ounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
10,400 modules X 1 mount X $340 = $294,667
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $4,671,307 adding $46.71 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 100 percent and to export a minimum o f  20 percent (at 
a wholesale cost o f  $0.03 per Kwh) of the total load. This saves $100,024 per year and 
has the potential to create $163,504 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost is $440,938 which is short o f  paying for itself by $177,410. This system 
will be feasible when electricity costs 16.6 cents per kilowatt-hour (a 10.6 cent increase).
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Solar Tracking System Scenarios 
Scenario 4; 80% Peak Load Output, Solar Tracking, 25% Equipment Reduction
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.75) X (0.80) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 module X $384 = $1,996,800
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
5200 modules are needed to supply this demand 
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO -U PG l300)
(0.75) X (0.80) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 inverter X $798 =  $191,520
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofM ounts: (ZO-TRSX1260)
5200 modules X 1 mount X $1360 = $589,334 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f this PV installation equals $2,777,654 adding $27.78 per square 
foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to reduce 
the annual energy cost by 80 percent. This saves $80,019 in energy costs per year and has 
the potential to create $118,912 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual amortized 
cost o f  the system is $262,191 which is short o f paying for itself annually by $63,260. 
This system will be feasible when electricity costs 9.8 cents per kwh (a 3.8 cent increase).
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Scenario 5 ; 100% Peak Load Output, Solar Tracking, 25% Equipment Reduction 
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.75) X (LOO) X 5 % a a m  x  100,000 sf X l module X $384 = $2,496,000
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
6500 modules are needed for this demand 
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(0.75) X d.O O JX  5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 inverter X $798 = $239,400
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofMounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
6500 modules X 1 mount X $1360 =  $736,667 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f this PV installation equals $3,472,067 adding $34.72 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 100 percent. This saves $100,024 in energy costs per 
year and has the potential to create $148,640 from exportation. The 20 year cycle aimual 
amortized cost is $327,739 which is short o f  paying for itself by $79,075. This system 
will be feasible when electricity costs 10.7 cents per kilowatt-hour (a 4.7 cent increase).
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Scenario 6: 120% Peak Load Output, Solar Tracking, 25%  Equipment Reduction 
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.75) X ri.20 ) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 s f X 1 module X $384 = $2,995,200
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
This installation requires 7,800 modules
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(0.75) X (1.20) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 inverter X $798 = $287,280
Sq. Ft. 1300 w atts inverter
RoofM ounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
7,800 modules X 1 mount X $1360 = $884,000 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $4,166,480 adding $41.66 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 100 percent and to export a minimum o f  20 percent (at 
a wholesale cost o f  $0.03 per Kwh) o f  the total load. This saves $100,024 per year and 
has the potential to create $163,504 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost is $393,286 which is short o f  paying for itself by $129,758. This system 
will be feasible when electricity costs 13.8 cents per kilowatt-hour (a 7.8 cent increase).
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Scenario 7: 80% Peak Load Output, Solar Tracking, 40% Equipment Reduction 
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.60) X (0.80) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 module X $384 = $1,597,440
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
4160 modules are needed to supply this demand
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(0.60) X (0.80) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 inverter X $798 = $153,216
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofM ounts: (ZO-TRSX1260)
4160 modules X 1 mount X $1360 = $471,467 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $2,222,123 adding $22.22 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 80 percent. This saves $80,019 in energy costs per year 
and has the potential to create $118,912 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost o f the system is $209,753 which is short o f  paying for itself annually by 
$10,822. This system will be feasible when electricity costs 6.6 cents per kilowatt-hour 
(a 0.6 cent increase).
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Scenario 8: 100% Peak Load Output, Solar Tracking, 40% Equipment Reduction 
Modules; (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.60) X (1.00) X X lw â îts  X 100,000 sf X 1 module X $384 = $1,996,800
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
5200 modules are needed for this demand
AC-DC inverters; (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
r0 .60)X  (1.00) X 5.2 watts X  100,000 sf X 1 inverter X $798 = $191,520
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofM ounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
5200 modules X 1 mount X $1360 = $589,334 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $2,777,654 adding $27.78 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 100 percent. This saves $100,024 in energy costs per 
year and has the potential to create $148,640 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost is $262,191 which is short of paying for itself by $13,527. This system 
will be feasible when electricity costs 6.8 cents per kilowatt-hour (a 0.8 cent increase).
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Scenario 9: 120% Peak Load Output, Solar Tracking, 40% Equipment Reduction
Modules: (Solarex MSX-60 commercial modules)
(0.60) X (1.20) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf X 1 module X $384 = $2,396,160
Sq. Ft. 60 watts module
This installation requires 6,240 modules
AC-DC inverters: (PowerStar PO-UPG1300)
(0.60) X (1.20) X 5.2 watts X 100,000 sf. X 1 inverter X $798 = $229,824
Sq. Ft. 1300 watts inverter
RoofMounts: (ZO-GMV12SX60)
6,240 modules X 1 mount X $1360 = $707,200 
12 modules mount
The total initial cost o f  this PV installation equals $3,333,184 adding $33.33 per 
square foot to the basic building's initial cost o f  $9-13 million. The system is designed to 
reduce the annual energy cost by 100 percent and to export a minimum o f  20 percent (at 
a wholesale cost o f $0.03 per Kwh) o f the total load. This saves $100,024 per year and 
has the potential to create $163,504 from exportation. The 20 year cycle annual 
amortized cost is $314,628 which is short o f  paying for itself by $51,100. This system 
will be feasible when electricity costs 9.1 cents per kilowatt-hour (a 3.1 cent increase).
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Summary o f Test Cases 
None of the systems pays for itself in the twenty year amortization payment at 7%. 
Construction costs for an average office building are between $90 and $130 per square 
foot resulting in a $9 million to $13 million project before the PV installation. Assuming 
an exportation policy, the cost savings for energy and exportation in each case is almost 
double the unrecovered payback difference. In the worst case, the unrecovered amount 
is only less than 3% o f  the total initial building cost. In the best case, the payoff is only 
one tenth o f one percent from breaking even. The average loss is just under one percent 
o f  breaking even. Considering the cost o f  energy in ten or fifteen years, some o f these 
systems run the possibility o f  turning a profit. In a few cases less than a 1 cent increase 
in the price o f energy will make them economically positive installations. Even if the 
percentage rate o f interest is lowered, some o f these systems would be profitable. By the 
time these 20 year systems will have to be replaced if installed in 1995, the cost of energy 
can be expected to cost approximately 11 cents per kwh. Most o f  the scenarios are 
reasonable to install and lose some money over the next few years to make up the money 
in the latter years o f the system. The exportation revenue is a huge variable which can 
fluctuate with each year. One year with mild weather may compensate for a very hot 
summer o f another year. This number is the most unpredictable o f  all costs, so a post­
occupancy study would be necessary for more accurate data. Table 10 summarizes results 
o f  the scenarios assuming an exporting policy, and table 11 summarizes the scenarios 
without any exporting policy.
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Table 10. —P ^ a c k  Cÿdés (20 Y ear C yde @  7% Interest on Capital)
Asstnmng E :^ r tm g  Policy
Install­
ation
Type
% o f  
Peak 
Load 
Output
InMa] Cost 
" o fP V  
Sy^em
Annual
Operation
Cost
Annual
&iergy
Cost
Savings
Annual
Expected
Ejq)ort.
Revenue
Annual 
Payback 
(net cost- 
revenue)
Fixed
No
Equip.
Reduct.
80% $3,084,224 $291,129 $80,019 $118,912 $92,198
100% $3,892,765 $367,450 $100,024 $148,640 $118,786
120% $4,671,307 $440,938 $100,024 $163,504 $177,410
Track’g
25%
Equip.
Reduct.
80% $2,777,654 $262,191 $80,019 $118,912 $63,260
100% $3,472,067 $327,739 $100,024 $148,640 $79,075
120% $4,166,480 $393,286 $100,024 $163,504 $129,758
Track’g
40%
Equip.
Reduct.
80% $2,222,123 $209,753 $80,019 $118,912 $10,822
100% $2,777,654 $262,191 $100,024 $148,640 $13,527
120% $3,333,184 $314,628 $100,024 $163,504 $51,100
T ^ le  11. —Payback Ctydes (20 Year C ÿde @  7% In ta e s to n  Capital)
Assinnn%NbExportingPdli(ty
Ttypeof;
Install­
ation
Perdœ t 
o f  Peak 
X oad • 
D divéty
PV
Listallation
Initial
C ost
Annual
Cost
(2aY ear
Cyde)
Energy
Cost
Savings
. A nm al 
Expected 
E xport 
Revenue
Annual
Payback
(cost-
revame)
Fixed
No
Equip.
Reduct.
80% $3,084,224 $291,129 $80,019 $0 $211,110
100% $3,892,765 $367,450 $100,024 $0 $267,426
120% $4,671,307 $440,938 $100,024 $0 $340,914
Track'g
25%
Equip.
Reduct.
80% $2,777,654 $262,191 $80,019 $0 $182,172
100% $3,472,067 $327,739 $100,024 $0 $227.715
120% $4,166,480 $393,286 $100,024 $0 $293,262
Track’g
40%
Equip.
Reduct.
80% $2,222,123 $209,753 $80,019 $0 $129,734
100% $2,777,654 $262,191 $100,024 $0 $162,167
120% $3,333,184 $314,628 $100,024 $0 $214,604
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NOTES
1. U.S. Bureau o f the Census, Statistical Abstract o f  the United States: 1994. p. 746.
2. United States Air Force, Passive Solar Handbook Comprehensive Planning Guide: Vol
n, p. i.
3. United States Air Force, Passive Solar Handbook Comprehensive Planning Guide: Vol 
E, p. ii.
4. United States Air Force, Passive Solar Handbook Comprehensive Planning Guide: Vol
n, p. 1.
5. United States Air Force, Passive Solar Handbook Comprehensive Planning Guide: Vol 
E, p. 1.
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CH A PTER?
CONCLUSIONS
O f the case studies in the BCiss Cathcart Anders research on PV integration, the 
fixed roof mount is the simplest and most inexpensive installation method. If  the roof- 
mount installation proved to be economically infeasible, then the other more expensive 
installations should also prove to be financially unattractive. However, replacing glazing 
and/or other building materials through value engineering may be equal to the cost deficit 
of the PV installation producing a positive economic choice. In environmental economics, 
any choice that does not degrade a resource, especially a non-renewable source, is an 
infinitely wiser decision regardless o f the cost. Value engineering creates an opportunity 
for the PV installation to provide more than one function. Few materials can provide 
shade/protection and produce electricity at the same time.
Sizing the photovoltaic systems produced some interesting yet expected results. 
The cost analysis reinforces the notion of PV systems not currently being cost-effective, but 
the premium to  use a rooftop PV installation is relatively minor over a twenty year cycle. 
By the time an installation in 1995 is ready for replacement, the economics may be in favor 
ofPVs simply due to inflation and depletion o f  traditional resources. The convergence o f
87
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PV costs to traditional electricity occurs somewhere between 2016 and 2029. Depending 
on the cost o f  the curtain wall construction and the energy demand o f  the building, value 
engineering replacement might already be able to compensate for the extra costs. At the 
time o f this study, Nevada Power Company unfortunately did not offer any financial 
incentive programs (i.e. tax breaks, excess energy wholesale buyback, or low interest loans 
for the equipment) to encourage renewable energies. Planning guidelines have been 
included based on lessons learned from this research and similar studies. The installations 
examined in this study could be applied to new or existing buildings.
Factors Affecting the Cost-Effectiveness 
Interest rates are one huge factor affecting the total budget. Rates lower than 7% 
would have shown better returns. Looking at initial costs without interest, most o f the 
systems pay for themselves in about 16 years. Interest on borrowed money is the 
determining variable as to whether a good investment is possible or not. Similar to tax 
credits for home owners, government incentives could be the determinant whether to risk 
investing in non-traditional technologies.
The economy o f  using alternative energies can be encouraged by public policies 
initiated by government entities on local, state, and/or federal levels and by local power 
companies. Nevada Power does not have a policy o f  purchasing excess energy produced 
by a grid-tied, PV installation. However, purchasing excess power fi'om individual 
producers can help meet peak demands without constructing new substations. Oversizing 
installations creates revenue for the building. Since there is no policy in place currently, 
installation sizing is best designed for shaving peak demands o f  the building. Energy peaks
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may only be realized a few months of the year because o f the climate o f Las Vegas. The 
sizing would best be planned at whatever is the average peak demand using the grid to 
make up the difference. When the installation is replaced in twenty years, more PV 
collectors can be added if policy and energy costs dictate an economic advantage.
The Kiss Cathcart study suggests value engineering as the key to making PV 
affordable in construction. In this study, no materials were displaced in the installation. 
If the system replaced roofing or building skin elements as in the Kiss Cathcart research, 
there is a minimized cost for integrating PV technology. Integrating PVs as awnings and 
overhangs reduces weatherproofing details and provides more benefit than a standard rack­
mounted installation.
Planning Guidelines
The results o f  this thesis and the Kiss Cathcart Anders study can suggest some 
integration methods which best use PV technology and minimize financial burdens. 
Eventually, the cost o f fossil fuels and nuclear energy disposal will change the conscience 
o f building owners and designers. Renewable technologies won't be ridiculed for being 
costly. Guidelines developed now will help influence the transition to solar collection with 
sound advice to best utilize the technology.
Orientation o f the Collectors
The most efficient collection in the Northern Hemisphere is on the south side o f the 
building. The most efficient angle is approximately equal to the latitude of the site. 
Overhangs, lightshelves, awnings and sawtooth roofs seem to offer the best opportunity for
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optimal orientation without becoming difiBcult to construct. Tracking devices lower the 
amount of collection sur&ce but require different installation opportunities. Rooftops and 
ground-mounted modules are the most obvious, but tracking creates an opportunity for a 
kinetic building element or skin. The tracking systems used in this study only moved in a 
two-dimensional arc. Greater efficiency o f the system could be achieved using three- 
dimensional tracking motors, but the additional costs o f sophisticated system requires more 
capital. Further study o f "smart tracking" systems could affect installation opportunities.
Siang of the Load
The results o f  this thesis seem to support a "peak-shaving" strategy to avoid 
investment premium costs. The paybacks closest to breaking even were the installations 
producing 80% of the peak load. Power generation is sufficient most o f  the year when the 
peak demands aren't being met. When the average monthly temperature rises above 85" 
P., power must be purchased to supply the remaining demand. Less equipment is required 
to maintain than the 100% and 120% sizings. Tracking devices lower the number o f 
collecting panels, but add complication such as how to space the panels without shading 
themselves. Fixed systems have no moving parts to break, whereas tracking systems add 
mechanical equipment which has more possibility to fail. However, the reduction of 
equipment due to efficiency of solar-tracking lowers the investment premium. The 
additional sizing with the intentional exportation (assuming a buyback policy) adds a 
substantial initial cost which aren't paid off as easily. Wholesale price divides the revenue 
in half over saving power. It is financially cheaper to shave the cost o f  purchase than 
accept wholesale rates for the same amount o f power exported.
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Corporate Image Versus Unobtrusive Installation 
Select corporations want to distinguish themselves as being on the front edge of 
technology; therefore, an obvious PV installation could be used to promote social 
consciousness and the latest technology. The installation should be visible from pedestrian 
circulation areas and high profile elevations. Other corporations, such as government 
offices, would rather minimize exposure to elements the taxpayers would perceive as 
wastefully expensive despite the environmental soundness o f the decision. Rooftop and 
glazing installations would either hide the equipment from the public or integrate into the 
building skin as if a standard material. In either condition, PV products could be used as 
building elements which lower the operating costs for the user
Further Studies
The basis of this research was to genetically test the cost-feasibility o f  simple 
phototovoltaic installations; however, none of the systems tested were integral to the "skin" 
o f the building. Kiss Cathcart Ander's study examined the performance o f PV curtain walls 
and roof mounted systems but not the cost o f  construction or payback cycles. Roof 
mounted rack systems (the least expensive initial costs) tested in this thesis do not take 
advantage o f any substitution for other building materials. If the roof or horizontal 
elements were built o f integral PV assemblies, the data would change. Additional research 
is required to extrapolate the cost efficiencies o f higher initial costs and value engineered 
assemblies. The next step to this question is to take the performance data from KCA's 
study, estimate the cost of construction for the curtain wall scenarios, and test the life cycle 
costs in a similar procedure used for this paper.
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
Building USAF Building
Code Category D escription
Code
AA CJ) 100-000 031 FACILITY
WAL 111-000 ACFT OPS/MAINT FACILITY
AJB.C 120-000 POL OPS FACILITY
A 3 121-111 PETROLEUM OPS BUILDING
NO 121-120 QUICK-TUEN FACILITY
G 130-142 FIRE STATION
A3,C 130-633 CENTRAL SECURITY CONTROL
A3,C 130-835 SP OPERATIONS
D 131-111 TELECOMM CENTER
D 131-118 DIGITAL FACILITY
D 131-132 SATCOM GROUND TERMINAL
D 131-134 AIR COMM FACILITY
D 131-136 AIR COMM RELAY FACILITY
D 131-138 RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER FACILITY
D 131-139 MICROWAVE RELAY STATION
D 131-143 RADAR FACILITY
NO 134-XXX REMOTE CONTROL AND GROUND CONTROL FAC
NC 134-375 RAPCON
A3.C 140-000 COMMAND POST
A3.C 140-453 MOBILITY READINESS FACILITY
A3.C 140-454 ORDINANCE CONTROL
NC 140-459 CREW READINESS/COMBAT CONTROL FAC
A3.C 140-461 USAF COMMAND POST
A3.C 140-753 SQ OPERATIONS
A3.C 140-763 INTEGRATION SUP FAC
A3.C 140-764 INTEGRATION SUP FAC
A 3 141-000 COMMAND POST
R 141-132 STORAGE FACILITY
G 141-165 EXPLOSIVE ORDINANCE DISPOSAL
J 141-181 AIRCRAFT SHELTER
J 141-182 AIRCRAFT SHELTER
R 141-185 STORAGE FACILITY
D 141-383 AUDIO-VISUAL FACILITY
NC 141-389 TV PRODUCTION FACILITY
A 3 141-451 COMPUTER FACILITY
A3.C 141-453 BASE OPERATIONS
D 141-454 MOBILITY READINESS FACILITY
A 3 141-455 ORDINANCE CONTROL
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A • Adimnxstntiofi, <5000SF K Maintenance Facility, with HVAC
B Administration, >5000SF L Maintenance Facility; Low.Bay
C Administratioa. Moltiitory M Auditorium, Cnem a. Theatre
D Administration, Computer Facility N IVaining Fodlity. School. <5000SF
E Dining or Food Service Facility O TVaining FadliQr. School. > 5000 SF
F Dormitory P "Darning Facility. Multistory
G Fire Station Q Gymnasium
H Industrial FadliQr R Warehoume. Storage Facility
I Maintenance Facility. <5000SF NC No current building type category
J Maintenance Fadli^, High*Bay
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
B u ild in g U SA F B u ild in g
C ode C a teg o ry
C od e
D e s c r ip t io n
NC 141-626 CONTROL TOWER
NC 141-629 WEATHER OBSERVATION FACILITY
NC 141-743 BASE PHOTO LAB
NC 141-745 COMBAT TARGET CTR
NC 141-747 PPEF FACILITY
NC 141-748 PASSENGER TERMINALS
A 3.C J) 141-750 TECH OPERATIONS FAC
NC 141-766 CHEMICAL LABORATORY
R 141-782 AIR FREIGHT TERMINAL
R 141-783 AIR FREIGHT TERMINAL PART (ONLY)
NC 141-784 AIR PASSENGER TERMINALS
NC 149-962 TRAFFIC CONTROL TOWER
D 171-152 COMBAT MANEUVINSTRU FACILITY
N ,O f 171-158 BAND CTR
N ,O f 171-211 FLYING TRAINING CLASSROOM
D 171-212 FLIGHT SIMULATOR TRAINING
N ,O f 171-213 FLIGHT TRAINING UNTT
N ,O f 171-214 PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING
A 3,C 171-356 HISTORICAL RESEARCH CENTER
A 3,C 171-445 SQUAD OPS FACILITY
R 171-472 RANGE SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT STORAGE
L 3 171-473 RANGE TARGET STORAGE AND REPAIR
NC 171-475 INDOOR SMALL-ARMS RANGE
NC 171-476 SMALL-ARMS MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING
D 171-611 SCIENTIFIC FACILITY
N .O f 171-618 FIELD TRAINING FACILITY
A 3.C J) 171-620 COMBAT LOGISTICS SUPPORT FACILITY
D 171-621 TECH TRAINING FACILITY
N .O f 171-623 TECH TRAINING LABÆHOP
N ,O f 171-623 AVIONICS ACADEMIC CLASSROOMS
NC 171-625 LIQ FUELS TRAINING FAC
J 171-625 HIGH-BAY TECH TRAINING FAC
N .O f 171-712 TARGET INTELLIGENCE TRAINING
D 171-810 RADAR BOMB-SCORE FACILITY
N ,O f 171-813 SAFETY EDUCATION FACILITY
N ,O f 171-815 NCO PME CENTER
N .O f 171-851 LEADERSHIP DEV COMPLEX
N ,O f 171-873 AERIAL PORT
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A Administration, < 5000 SF
B Administration. > 5000 SF
C Administration. Multistory
D Administration. Computer PadliQr
E Dining or Pood Service FacifiQr
F  Dormitory
G Fire Station
H Industrial Facility
I Maintenance Facility. <5000SF
J  Maintenance FaciliQ'* Kgh-Bay
K Maintenance Facility with HVAC
L Maintenance Facility Low-Bay
M Auditorium. Cioeina. Theatre
S  TYuining Facility School, <SOOOSF
O "Daining Facility School, >5000SF
P  IVaining FadltQr. Multistory
Q Gymnasium
R  Warehourae. Storage FacUiQr
NC No current building type category
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
Building USAF Building
Code Category
Code
Description
N ,O f 171-875 MUNITIONS LOAD-REW TRAINING FAC
NC 179-475 SMALL ARMS TRAINING
LJJKJ. 200-000 ACFT MAINTENANCE & MGMT FAC
W A W t 210-000 MUNI MAINTENANCE/STORAGE FAC
lA L 210-000 MUNITIONS MAINT FAC
L 211-XXX LOW-BAY INSTRU/ELECT EQUIP MAINT SHOP
211-000 MAINTENANCE COMPLEX
J 211-111 HANGAR
NC 211-111 FUEL SYSTEMS MAINT DOCK
NC 211-133 FUEL ACCESSORIES TEST FACILITY
I.K .I.3 211-147 AIRCRAFT WEAPONS CAL SHELTER
211-152 ACFT MAINTENANCE
NC 211-152 LOW-BAY
J 211-152 MAINTENANCE HANGAR
NC 211-153 NDILAB
W A L 211-154 MAINTENANCE COMPLEX
J 211-154 HIGH-BAY FACILITY
W A L 2U-157 GENERAL PURPOSE/NDI/ACFT ORG MAINT SHOP
J 211-159 CORROSION CONTROL FAC
J 211-159 CORROSION CONTROL FACILITY
211-179 FUEL SYSTEMS MAINT FACILITY
NC 211-179 FUEL SYST MAINT FACILITY
NC 211-183 SOUND-SUPPRESSOR SUP FAC
NC 211-193 SOUND-SUPPRESSOR SUP FAC
NC 211-254 CONSOLIDATED FUEL CONTROL FACILITY
NC 211-271 DEPOT INSTRUMENT OH SHOP
W A L 211-271 DEPOT INSTN OVERHAUL SHOP
R 212-213 MUNITIONS MAINT AND STORAGE
L 3 212-213 MUNmONS MAINTENANCE/STORAGE
W A L 212-216 MISSILE MAINTENANCE SHOP
W A L 213-XXX TACTICAL MISSILE/GUIDE WEAPON MAINT SHOP
W A L 213-636 MARINE MAINT SHOP
NC 214-425 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE FACILTTY
W A L 214-425 VEHICLE MAINT SHOP
E 214-425 VEHICLE OPERATION HEATED-PARKING SHED
R 214-426 VEHICLE OPERATION HEATED-PARKING SHED
R 214-428 VEHICLE OPERATION HEATED-PARKING SHED
W A L 214-467 VEHICLE MAINT SHOP
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A Adminiftration. <5000SF J Msinienanee Facility. Hiph Bay
B Administration, >5000SF K Maintenance Facility, with HVAC
C Administration, Multistory L Maintenance Facility, Low*Bay
D Administration, Computer Facility M Auditorium. Cinema, Theatre
E Dining or Food Service Facility S TYaining Facility. School. < 5000 SF
F Dormitory O IVaining Facility. School. >5000SF
C Fire Station P IVainmg Facility. Multistory
H Industrial Facility Q Gymnasium
I Maintenance F a ^ ty , <5000SF R Warehourae. Storage Facility
NC No current building type category
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
B u ild in g U SA F B u ild in g
C od e C a teg o ry
C od e
D e sc r ip tio n
L JA L 215-XXX WEAPONS & MUNITIONS MAINT SHOP
W A L 216-642 AMMO MAINT SHOP
ljjbll 217-000 VEHICLE MAINT FAC
NC 217-000 MAINT/STORAGE AND VEH PARKING FAC
K 217-712 AVIONICS REPAIR FAC
L JA L 217-713 AIRCRAFT EQM POD SHOP
217-713 POD SHOP AND STORAGE
K 217-713 HAVAIDS COMM MAINT SHOP
W A L 217-735 ENGINEERING TEST FAC
W A L 217-812 EW MAINT FAC
W A L 218-712 SPECIAL EQUIPMENT SHOP
A|B,C,D 218-712 ACFT SUP EQUIP FAC
L 217-762 HVACAIDS COMM MAINT SHOP
L JA L 218-852 PARACHUTE-EGRESS FACILITY
NC 218-868 PRECISION MEASUREMENT LAB
W A L 219-000 BCE COMPLEX
R 219-422 STORAGE FACILITY
W A L 219-900 BCE MAINT COMPLEX
W A L 219-940 BCE MAINT COMPLEX
L JA L 219-943 BCE MAINT SHOP
W A L 219-944 BCE MAINT SHOP
R 219-946 STORAGE FACILITY
R 219-947 STORAGE FACILITY
H 220-XXX PRODUCTION
D 310-916 COMPUTER SERVICE CTR
NC 310-921 BIOCOMMUNICATIONS LAB
NC 310-922 OPTICAL SYS LAB
NC 310-926 MICROWAVE LAB
A 3,C J) 311-173 ACFT SYS ENG FAC
L JA L 311-174 TEST & EVALUATION FAC
L JA L 315-236 GUIDED WEAPON & EVAL FAC
L JA L 317-311 ELECT TEC/RESEARCH LAB
L JA L 317-315 SYS MGT ENG FAC
L JA L 317-932 AVIONICS RESEARCH LAB
W A L 318-612 ACFT FIRE PROT/EXPL RES FAC
R 318-612 PROPANE LAB STORAGE
L JA L 319-946 HAZARDOUS-MATTER EVAL FAC
NC 319-951 TEST TRACK FACILITY
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A • Administracion. < 5000 SF J Maintenance Facility; High-Bay
B Administration. >5000SF K Maintenance FadliQL with HVAC
C Administratioa. Multistory L Maintenance Facility; Low-Bay
D Administration. Computer FodUty M Auditorium. Cinema. Theatre
E Dining or Food Service Fsctltty N IVaining Facility; SdMoU < 5000 SF
F Dormitory 0 IVaining FadliQ^ School. >5000SF
C Fire Station P IVaining Facility; Multistory
H Industrial Facility Q Gymnasium
I Maintenance Facility, < 5000 SF R Warehourae. Storage FadliQr
NC No current building type category
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
B u ild in g USAF B uilding
Code Category
Code
D escription
A 3.C 400-000 COMMAND POST, SUPPORT
NC 411-135 HYDRANT FUEL SYSTEM AND STORAGE
R 411-628 TOOLING SHED
R 422-250 OPS/MUNITIONS STORAGE FAC
R 422-258 MUNITIONS STORAGE FACILITY
R 422-264 MUNITIONS STORAGE IGLOOS
R 422-275 MUNITIONS PRELOAD COMPLEX
R 441-758 DEPOT WAREHOUSE
R 442-000 RRR EQUIPMENT STORAGE
NC 442-257 BASE HAZARDOUS-MATERIAL STORAGE
. NC 442-275 ANCILLARY EXPLOSIVE COMPLEX
NC 442-515 MEDICAL STORAGE
NC 442-628 BASE HAZARDOUS-MATERIAL STORAGE
NC 442-750 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT COMPLEX
JJR 442-758 AIRCRAFT WAREHOUSE/RRR EQUIP STORAGE
R 442-765 TROOP SUBSISTENCE WAREHOUSE
R 442-768 FORMS/PUBLICATIONS WAREHOUSE
R 442-769 HOUSING SUPPLY/STORAGE FACILITY
NC 510-XXX HOSPITAL BUILDING
NC 510-001 DENTAL CLINIC
NC 510-411 DISPENSARIES
NC 510-713 MEDICAL LOGISTICS FACILITY
NC 530-XXX LABORATORIES
NC 540-243 DENTAL CLINIC
NC 550-XXX DISPENSARIES
A 3.C 610-000 CONSOLIDATED SUPPORT CENTER/LOG FAC
A 3 ,C 4 610-100 ACFT MAINTENANCE MGMT FAC
A 3.C 610-m AREA DEFENSE OFFICE
A 3.C 610-112 LAW OFFICE
A 3.C 610-119 FAMILY-HOUSING MGMT OFFICE
A.B.C 610-121 VOA
AJB.C 610-122 BSA
A 3.C 610-127 BASE ENGINEERING ADMIN
A 3.C 610-128 BASE PERSONNEL OFFICE
A 3.C 610-129 WEAPONS SYS MUNITIONS MGMT FAC
A.B,C 610-142 TRAFFIC MGMT FAC
A 3.C 610-144 MUNITIONS MAINT ADMIN
A^BfC 610-200 CONSOLIDATED SUP FAC
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A Administration. <5000 5 ? J Maintenanc. Facility. High-Bay
B Administration. >5000 5 ? K Mainunanca Facility, with HVAC
C Administration, Multistory L Maintenanee Facility, Low-Bay
O Administration. Computer Padlity M Audiiarium. Cinema. Theaire
E Dining or Pood Service P ad li^ N IVainine Facility, School, cSOOOSF
F Dormitory O Training Fadliiy, School, >5000SF
C R re  Station P Training Facility, Moltiatory
H Industrial Facility Q Gymnaaium
I Maintenance Facility <5000 5? R Warehourae. Storage Facility
NC No current building type category
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
B u ild in g U S A F B u ild in g
C od e C a te g o r y
C o d e
D e sc r ip tio n
F 610-241 ORDERLY ROOM, DORMATORY
A 3.C 610-243 AEROMED EVAC AIRLIFT SQ/ACB FAC
AD,C 610-249 WING HEADQUARTERS
D 610-281 COMPUTER FACILITY
A 3.C 610-282 SUPPORT OFFICE
A 3.C 610-284 RECRUITING GROUP FAC
A A C 610-285 COMBAT CONTROL OFFICE
A 3.C 610-286 AIR DIV HEADQUARTERS
N ,O f 610-287 INSTRUCTIONAL FAC
A 3.C 610-675 SUPPORT CENTER
• D 610-711 COMPUTER FACILITY
A 3.C 610-915 OSA BUILDING
F 720-000 UPH
E f 721-215 DINING HALL IN DORMITORY
F 721-311 RECRUITS DORMITORY
F 721-312 AIRMEN PERMANENT PARTY/PCS-STUDENT DORM
F 721-315 VISITING AIRMEN QUARTERS DORM
E 722-351 AIRMEN DETACHED DINING HALL
E 722-356 OFFICERS DINING HALL
NC 723-XXX KITCHEN
F 724-415 UOPH
F 724-417 TRANSIENT BILLETING
F 730-XXX CONFINEMENT FACILITY (STOCKADE)
G 730-142 FIRE STATION/CRASH RESCUE OFFICE
NC 730-182 BREAD BAKERY
NC 730-186 PASTRY BAKERY
N ,O f 730-441 EDUCATION CENTER
NC 730-443 POST OFFICE
NC 730-717 CLOTHING STORE
NC 730-771 CHAPEL
N ,O f 730-772 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION CENTER
N ,0 730-772 CHAPEL CENTER
N ,0 730-773 CHAPEL CENTER
N ,0 730-774 HOSPITAL CHAPEL
E 730-781 DEPENDENT BOARDING SCHOOL DINING HALL
NC 730-782 DEPENDENT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
F 730-782 DEPENDENT BOARDING FACILITY
NC 730-785 DEPENDENT HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A Administration. < 3000 SF J Maintenance Facility. Kgb-Bay
B Administration. >5000SF K Mamtenanee Facility, with HVAC
C Administration. Multistory L Maintenance Facility. Low*Bay
O Administration. Computer Facility M Auditorium. Cinema. Theatre
E Dining or Food Service Fadliqr S TVaining Facility. School. <5000SF
F Dormitory 0 ‘Gaining Facility; School. >5000SF
G Fire Station P IVaining FacUi^. Multistory
H Industrial Facility Q Gymnasium
I Maintenance Facility. < 5000 SF R Warehourae. Storage Facility
NC No current building Qrpe category
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
B uilding USAF Building
Code Category
Code
Description
NC 730-821 MATERIAL PROCESSING DEPOT
AA C 730-832 SECURITY POLICE CONTROL & IDENT
AA C 730-833 SP CENTRAL CONTROL
A 3,C 730-835 SP CENTRAL OP
NC 730-836 RESERVE FIRE TRAINING FAC
D 730-838 MASTER SURVEILLANCE & CONTROL FAC
A 730-839 GUARD HOUSE
NC 730-842 SECURITY POLICE KENNEL SUPPORT
A 3.C 740-000 CONSOLIDATED PERSONNEL SUP CTR
A 3,C 740-155 CREDIT UNIONS
A 3.C 740-153 BRANCH BANKS
A 3,C 740-171 RED CROSS OFFICE
AA C 740-253 FAMILY SERVICES CENTER
NC 740-255 THRIFT SHOP
NC 740-266 STORE
K 740-266 COMMISSARY STORE
K 740-269 BASE PACKAGE STORE
E 740-315 ROD AND GUN CLUB
E 740-316 RECREATION CENTER
E 740-317 AERO CLUB
NC 740-379 BX AMUSEMENT TR
E 740-381 BX CAFETERIA AND SNACK BAR
NC 740-382 BRANCH BASE EXCHANGE
W A L 740-385 BX MAINT SHOP
A 3.C 740-386 BX ADMIN
NC 740-388 BASE EXCHANGE
K 740-389 SERVICE OUTLET
F 740-443 TLF
E 740-615 CONSOLIDATED OPEN MESS
E 740-617 OFFICERS CLUB
E 740-618 NCO CLUB
E 740-62X AIRMEN OPEN MESS
E 740-732 RESTAURANT
E 740-735 BASE RESTAURANT
N.O 740-644 ARTS & CRAFTS CTR
L 740-665 AUTO HOBBY SHOP
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A. Administrwboo. <5000SP J Maintenance Facility. High>Bay
B Administration. >5000SF K Maintenance Facility, with HVAC
C Administration. Multistory L Maintenance FaciliQr. Low-Bay
O Administration. Computer Facility M Auditonum. Cinema. Theatre
E Dining or Food Service Facility N TVaining Facility; School. < 5000 SF
F Dormitory O Training Facility. Sdiool. > 5000 SF
G Fire Station P TVutning Facility. Multistory
H Industrial Facility Q Gymnasium
t Maintenance Facility <5000SF R Warehourae. Storage Facility
NC Nil cufTViit building type category
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BUILDING-TYPE CATEGORY CODES
F 740-666 RECREATION SITE LODGING
NC 740-668 MISCELLANEOUS RECREATION BLDG
A 3.C 740-669 COMPOSITE RECREATION BLDG
Q 740-673 FIELD HOUSE
Q 740-674 GYMNASIUM
A 3.C 740-675 LIBRARY
NC 740-677 INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
R 740-733 STORAGE FACILITY
M 740-873 BASE THEATRE
NC 740-883 YOUTH CLUB
N ,O f 740-884 CHILD CARE CENTER
NC 760-XXX MUSEUMS AND MEMORIALS
H 890-XXX OTHER
BUILDING TYPE CATEGORY LIST
A Adminiatration, <5000SF E Maintenance Facility with HVAC
B Admimstratioo. > 5000 SF L Maintenance Facility, Low-Bay
C Administration. Multistory M Auditorium. Cinema. Theatre
O Administration. Computar Facility N TVaining Facility. School. cSOOOSF
E Dining or Food Serviea Facility 0 TVaining Facility, School. >SOOOSF
F Dormitory P TVainingFaciliQ', Multistory
C Fire Station Q Gytrmastum
H Industrial Facility R Warehourae, Storage Facility
I Maintenance Facility. cSOOOSF NC No current building type category
J Maintenance Facility, Sgh-Bay
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Building Energy Use
REGION 5
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I Main., <5000 sf O A
J Main., High-Bay O A
K Main., HVAC o
L Main., Low-Bay o A
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N Training, <5000 sf ♦ o
0  Training, >5000 sf ♦ o
P  Training, M ultistory ♦ o
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R Warehouse o ■
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90 55 9.5 SJ
75 45 7.5 55
70 50 7.5 5 5
155 120 13.0 10.0
135 85 11.0 5.0
55 45 4.5 3.0
50 35 3.5 2.0
45 30 4.0 25
20 12 2.0 1.0
40 20 3S 2.0
55 40 6Ja 45
35 15 3.0 15
65 55 7.5 65
90 55 9.5 5 5
75 45 7.5 5 5
70 50 7.5 55
70 50 7.5 5.0
10 7 1.0 05
HeaUng
♦
Cooling
O
Lighting Ventilation Process
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REGIONS H iD+SsatIND DG SUN C cNMV>olNVN D iWINlyliI SKYLghtISAW Im o n I a t r
A Admin, <5000 s f ooooo0 3 • •
B Admin, >5000 s f ooooo 0 # • •
C Admin, M ultistory ooooo 0 • • e
DAdmin, Comp. F ac. oooo0 0 3 • 3
E D in ing Facility ooooo 0 3 • 3 o
F Dorm itory oooo 0 3 3 1 0 ooo
G F ire Station oooo 0 3 # • o
H Industrial F acility ooooo O • o
I M aint, <5000 s f 3 oooo O • o
J M aint, High-Bay 0 oooo O • o
K M aint, HVAC O ooo0 0 o, o
ILM aint, Low-Bay O oooo O m m o
AI Auditorium ooooo 0 oo O d o
N Training, <5000 s f ooooo 0 3 • •
O Training, >5000 s f ooooo 0 •
P Training, M ultistory ooooo 0 • •
Gymnasium ooooo O O o
R W arehouse 3 oo3 o O o o
O  O
No Savings < 5%
3
5%. 10% 10% - 15% > 15%
H eat Cool Daylight
D+S » Direct Gain with Storage NMV » Night Mechanical Ventilation WIN = WinflitwiNi
IND = Indirect Gain NVN •  Natural Ventilation SKY = SkvlighLs
DC w Direct Gain SAW s Snwiiidih
SUN « Sunspace MONs Miiiiiirir
ATR = Alriiim
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Heat Cool 
(Blu/hr/s() (w/sl)
A A D m < 5 0 a 0 S F
(H) Direct Gain + SI 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) Nigtit Mech Vent
«0,660 6.6% 48.7% 32.2% 7,6% 5.8% $1.23 2.8% 56,6% 32.7% 6,0% 21 49 9,3
(Cj Natural Vent 84,319 6.1% 46.1% 33.9% 7.9% 8.1% $1.18 2.9% 56.8% 34.1% 6.3% 21 49 9.3
(L) Windows 77,015 7.6% 55.0% 23.3% 7.5% 8.6% $1.06 3.5% 65.5% 24.1% 7.0% 23 43 7.6
(L) Skyllgtits 54,978 12.0% 56.7% 11,9% 10.1% 9.3% $0.75 5.9% 70.8% 13.5% 9,9% 18 41 6.5
(L) Sawtoolti Ap 54.387 12.5% 56.5% 13.7% 8.0% 9.4% $0.74 5.6% 69.3% 15.1% 10.0% 23 32 58
(L) Monllor Ap. 60,101 12.3% 57.3% 14.1% 7.8% 8.5% $0.81 5.6% 70.0% 15.3% 9.1% 25 34 6.2
(L) Atrium 73,247 9.6% 63.6% 9.9% 9.6% 7.0% $1.00 4.7% 77.0% 10.9% 7.4% 21 53 7.8
B ADMIN>SOOOSF
(H) Direct Gain * St 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) Night Mech Vent
72,962 3.8% 43.2% 39.3% 6,6% 7,0% $1.02 1.8% 51.4% 69,5% 7,3% 14 38 7,6
(C) Naturel VenI 70,054 4.0% 40.9% 40.9% 8.9% 7,3% $0.99 1.9% 49,7% 40,9% 7.5% 14 36 7.5
(L) Windows 60,088 5.5% 45.7% 34.5% 5.8% 8.5% $0.83 2.5% 53.6% 34.9% 9.0% 15 26 55
(L) SkyKghls 46,192 8.8% 55,7% 14.7% 9.7% 11.1% $0.64 4.2% 68.1% 16.2% 11.5% 13 34 5.6
(L) Sawloolh Ap 48,193 9.9% 60.1% 11.3% 8.0% tO.6% $0.67 4.3% 71.5% 13.1% 11.0% 18 29 5.4
(L) Monllot Ap. 53,363 9.1% 58.1% 15.7% 7.5% 9.6% $0.74 4.0% 69.1% 16.8% 10.1% 19 30 5.6
(L) Airlum 53,615 6.9% 56.1% 18.6% 8.8% 9.6% $0.74 3.3% 67.7% 19.1% 10.0% 14 35 5.9
C ADMIN, MULVSTORY 69,079 2.1% 43.4% 41,0% 8.2% 7.3% $0.99 0.9% 60,6% 41.0% 7,6% 10 33 7.1
(H) Olract Gain * Si 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C)NigtitMechVent 
jc) Nalural VenI 
(L) Windows 
(L) SkyKghls 
(L) Sawloolh Ap 
(L) Monllor Ap,
(L) Airlum
67,114 2.1% 41.0% 42.7% 8.4% 7.6% $0.96 1.0% 48.9% 42.4% 7.7% 10 33 7.1
56,877 3.2% 46.0% 36.5% 5.3% 9.0% $0.79 1.4% 52.5% 36.7% 9.4% 10 23 5.2
54,485 3.4% 50.8% 29.5% 8.9% 9.4% $0.77 1.5% 59.1% 29.7% 9.6% 10 28 5.5
51,893 3.9% 52.8% 26.8% 8.6% 9.9% $0.74 1.7% 60.7% 27.6% 10.0% 11 26 5.5
53,638 4.0% 52.4% 27.6% 8.4% 9.6% $0.76 1.7% 60.3% 28.2% 9.8% 12 26 5.8 O
57.415 3.4% 55.6% 24.5% 7.5% 8.9% $0.81 1.5% 64.7% 24.6% 9.2% 10 33 5.9
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D ADMIN, COMPFAC
(H) Direct Gain + SI 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace
153,058 2.4% 35.6% 21.4% 6.8% 33,9% $2.10 1.1% 43.0% 21.5% 34,3% 20 55 12.6
(C) Night Mech VenI 151.603 2.5% 34.8% 21.6% 6.9% 34.2% $2.08 1.2% 42.5% 21.7% 34.6% 20 55 126
(C) Nalural VenI 140,247 2.5% 33.5% 22.0% 7.0% 35.0% $2.04 1.2% 41.5% 22.1% 35.3% 20 55 12.6
(L) Windows 140,131 30% 36.4% 17.6% 5.9% 37.0% $1.92 1.4% 43.4% 17.6% 37.6% 20 45 11.2
(L) Skylighis 122,708 4.1% 38.8% 6.3% 8.4% 42.3% $1.68 2.0% 48.1% 6.9% 43.0% 18 52 10.2
(L) Sawtooth Ap 124,251 4.6% 41.1% 4.9% 7.6% 41.7% $1.71 2.1% 50.1% 5.6% 42.1% 24 47 10.9
(L) Monitor Ap, 133,365 4.2% 40.5% 9.3% 7.2% 38.9% $1.82 1.9% 49.1% 9.4% 39.6% 25 49 11.0
(L) Airlum 133,981 3.4% 41.3% 8.2% 8.4% 38.7% $1.83 1.7% 50.7% 8.3% 39.3% 20 57 11.0
£ DININQ FACILITY 
(H) Direct Gaine Si 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) NIghl Mech VenI
115,243 5.8% 31.7% 27.3% 7.0% 27.2% $1.26 4.3% 47,9% 33.0% 14.8% 36 44 6.0
(C) Nalural Vent 110,600 6.1% 28.9% 28.5% 8.3% 28.3% $1.20 4.5% 45.5% 34.5% 15.5% 36 44 6.9
(L) Windows 103,745 7.1% 36.9% 16.9% 8.9% 30.2% $1.09 5.4% 57.4% 20.1% 17.1% 38 44 5.7
(L) Skylights 86,379 9.9% 30.7% 13.8% 9.4% 36.3% $0.85 8.0% 52.7% 17.4% 21.9% 35 37 5.1
(L) Sawloolh Ap 99,166 9.0% 37.2% 13.6% 8.6% 31.6% $1.03 6.6% 59.2% 16.1% 18.1% 40 39 5.4
(L) Monllor Ap. 
(L> Alilum
104,616 8.7% 37.6% 15.5% 8.4% 29.9% $1.10 6.3% 58.8% 18.0% 16.9% 42 40 5.5
F DORMITORY
(H) Direct Gain ♦ Si 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace
53,575 0.5% 53.4% 27.6% 11.0% 7.6% $0.73 0.3% 62.4% 28.8% 0.5% 9 24 4.2
(C) NIghl Mech VenI 52,707 0.7% 52.6% 28.0% 11.0% 7.7% $0,72 0.4% 61.8% 29.3% 8.6% 9 24 4.2
(C) Nalural VenI 48,441 0.5% 48.5% 30.5% 12.2% 8.4% $0.67 0.3% 59.2% 31.3% 9.2% 9 24 5.0
(L) Windows 50,685 0.9% 56.9% 24.2% 10.0% 8.0% $0.67 0.5% 66.7% 23.7% 9.1% 10 21 3.4
(L) Shytighls 
(L) Sawtooth Ap 
(L) Monitor Ap. 
(L) Atrium
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Heal Cool 
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a FIRE STATION 
(H) Direct Gain e St 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace
46,997 7.3% 35.5% 33.6% ft.»% 11.6% $0.60 3.0% 47.9% 36.8% 11.4% 52 17 3.3
(C) NIght Mech VenI 45,196 7.6% 33.3% 35.1% 12.0% 12.0% $0.59 3.8% 46.6% 37.9% 11.7% 52 17 3,3
(C) Nalural VenI 42,374 6.1% 28.5% 37.4% 13.2% 12.8% $0.54 4.3% 41.9% 41.1% 12.7% 52 17 3.3
(L) tWIndows 39,569 9.3% 40.6% 24.2% 12.2% 13.7% $0.50 5.0% 57.1% 24.0% 13.9% S3 14 2.3
(L) Skylighis 37,392 14.5% 34.8% 24.9% 11.3% 14.5% $0.45 7.6% 51.5% 25.7% 15.2% 50 11 2.1
(L) Sawtooth Ap 34,007 10.7% 34.5% 26.3% 12.5% 16.0% $0.42 6.1% 50.8% 26.7% 16.4% 56 10 1.9
(L) Monllot Ap. 
(L) Airlum
37,487 11.1% 36.1% 25.9% 12.4% 14.5% $0.46 6.3% 52.7% 26.1% 14.9% 57 11 2.2
H INDUSTRIAL FAC 44,363 0.3% 0.0% 44.7% 2.3% 52.6% $0.62 0.3% 1.7% 45.0% 53.0% 10 0 3.7
(H) Direct Gain * SI 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) NIghl Mech VenI 
(cj Natural Vent 
(L) Windows
(L) Skylights 29,211 1.2% 0.0% 15.5% 3.3% 80.0% $0.41 0.9% 2.2% 15.4% 81.4% 9 0 2.8
(L) Sawtooth Ap 30,178 3.6% 0.0% 13.0% 6.0% 77.4% $0.42 2.5% 4.7% 13.3% 79.5% 17 0 2.8
(L) Monitor Ap. 
(L) Atrium
32,831 2.0% 0.0% 22.2% 4.7% 71.1% $0.45 1.4% 4.0% 21.1% 73.5% 14 0 2.8
MAINTENANCE, <5000 19,560 0.1% 0.0% 57.0% 0,2% 25.9% $0.27 9.1% 9,5% 62,1% 27,3% 15 0 1.0
(H) Direct Gain e SI 18,642 3.8% 0.0% 60.7% 8.3% 27.2% $0.26 2.7% 5.5% 63.7% 28.0% 14 0 1.8
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
|H) Sunspace 
(Cj NIghl Mech VenI 
jC) Nalural Vent
(l) VKIndows 16,377 10.5% 0.0% 48.8% 9.8% 30.9% $0.22 7.0% 6.3% 53.0% 33.6% 15 0 1.5
(L) SkyKghls 11,298 20.4% 0.0% 23.0% 11.8% 44.8% $0.14 13.2% 6.4% 27.0% 53.3% 12 0 1.1
(L) Sawloolh Ap 11,986 18.5% 0.0% 24.6% 14.7% 42.2% $0.15 11.9% 11.7% 27.4% 48.9% 16 0 1.1
(L) Monitor Ap. 12,848 19.7% 0.0% 26.1% 14.8% 39.4% $0.16 12.6% 11.9% 29.1% 48.5% 18 0 1.1
Oo\
(L) Atrium
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J MAINT, HhBAV 40,147 5.0% 0.0% 61,1% 4.8% 29.1% 90,99 3,0% 3,6% 03,2% 30,1% 18 0 3,2
(H) Direct Gain e SI 
(H) Indiieci Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C)NlgtilMecitVem 
(C| Natural VenI
38,768 1.9% 0.0% 63.3% 4.7% 30.1% $0.54 1.6% 3,7% 64.2% 30.6% 17 0 3.2
(L) Windows 28,728 8.3% 0.0% 43.6% 7.4% 40.6% $0.38 5.0% 5.8% 45.6% 43.6% 20 0 2.4
(L) Skylights 21,784 12.5% 0.0% 25.8% 8.2% 53.6% $0.28 7.9% 5.6% 27.6% 58.9% 17 0 2.0
(L) Sawtooth Ap 22,824 16.1% 0.0% 21.3% 11.5% 51.2% $0.29 9.7% 9.2% 23.8% 67.4% 24 0 2.1
(L) Monitor Ap. 
(L) Atrium
24,468 14.6% 0.0% 26.9% 10.7% 47.7% $0.31 8.8% 8.6% 28.9% 53.7% 24 0 2.1
K MAINT, AIR CONO 
(H) Direct Gain + St 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace
99,081 2.8% 39.4% 39.9% 9,9% 20,9% 90.79 1,3% 42,3% 35.5% 20,9% 10 23 5.7
(C) NIghl Mech Vent 55,396 3.0% 34.1% 35.8% 8.1% 21.1% $0.78 t.4% 41.6% 35.9% 21.1% 10 23 5.7
(c) Naturel Vent 53,777 2.9% 32.9% 36.9% 5.7% 21.7% $0.76 1.3% 40.4% 38.7% 21,6% 10 23 5.7
(L) Windows 50,833 3.6% 41.6% 26.2% 5.7% 22.9% $0.71 1.6% 49.2% 26.0% 23.2% 11 22 4.9
(L) Skylighis 
(L) Sawtooth Ap
40,611 6.0% 46.2% 11.2% 7.9% 28.7% $0.57 2.8% 57.2% 1t.0% 29.0% 10 24 4.4
(L) Monitor Ap. 
(L) Atrium
47,654 6.3% 51.5% 11.2% 6.5% 24.5% $0.66 2.7% 61.3% 10.9% 25.1% 15 24 4.5
L MAINT, LOW-BAY
(H) Direct Gain * St 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) Night Mech Vent 
(C) Natural Vent
32,373 0.2% 0.0% 81,3% 2,9% 36,0% 90,49 0,2% 1,9% 61,6% 36,3% 7 0 2,7
(l) WIndotw 25,904 0.3% 0.0% 51.2% 3.4% 45.0% $0.36 0.4% 2.3% 51.4% 45.9% 8 0 2.3
(L) Skylights 17,171 1.2% 0.0% 26.4% 4.5% 67.9% $0.24 1.1% 2.8% 26.4% 69.7% 7 0 1.8
(L| Sawtooth Ap 16,987 1.5% 0.0% 23.1% 8.8% 68.7% $0.24 1.1% 5.5% 23.4% 70.0% 11 0 1.8
(L) Monitor Ap. 
(L) Atrium
18,405 1.4% 0.0% 28.9% 6.3% 63.4% $0.25 1.2% 4.6% 28.6% 65.6% tl 0 1.8 O'g
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M AUDnomUM 61,120
(H) Direct Gain + St
(H) Indrect Gain
(H) Direct Gain
(H) Sunspace
jC) NIghl Mech VenI
(C) Nalural VenI 57,640
(L) Windows
(L) SkySgtils
(L) Sawloolh Ap
(L) Monitor Ap.
(L) Atrium
(H) Direct Gaine SI 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) Night Mech Vent 
(C) Nalural Vent 
(L) Windows 
(L) Skylighis 
(L) Sawtooth Ap 
(L) Monitor Ap.
(L) Atrium
7.7% 50.8% 23.8% 0.0% 0.2% $0.04
8.1% 47.8% 25.2% 10.1% 8.7% $0.80
3.6% 63.4% 24.3% 6.6% 22 44 7.2
3.8% 61.5% 25.6% 9.1% 22 44 7.2
N THAININQ<5000SF 
(H) Direct Gain e St 
(H) Indirect Gain 
(H) Direct Gain 
(H) Sunspace 
(C) NIghl Mech Vent
88,650 5.8% 48.7% 32,2% 7.5% 5.8% 51.23 2.8% 58.8% 32.7% 6.0% 21 49 0.3
(G) Natural Vent 84,319 6.1% 46.1% 33.9% 7.9% 6.1% $1.18 2.9% 56.8% 34.1% 6.3% 21 49 9.3
(L) Windows 77,015 7.6% 55.0% 23.3% 7.5% 6.6% $1.06 3.5% 65.5% 24.1% 7.0% 23 43 7.6
(L) Skylights 54,978 12.0% 66.7% 11.9% 10.1% 9.3% $0.75 5.9% 70.8% 13.5% 0.9% 18 41 8.5
(L) Sawtooth Ap 54,387 12.5% 56.5% 13.7% 8.0% 9.4% $0.74 5.6% 69.3% 15.1% 10.0% 23 32 5.8
(L) Monitor Ap. 60,101 12.3% 57.3% 14.1% 7.8% 8.5% $0.81 5.6% 70.0% 15.3% 9.1% 25 34 62
(L) Airlum 73,247 9.6% 63.6% 9.9% 9.8% 7.0% $1.00 4.7% 77.0% 10.9% 7.4% 21 53 78
0 TRAININO >5000 72,962 3.8% 43.2% 39.3% 6,6% 7.0% $1.02 1,0% 91,4% 39.9% 7.3% 14 36 7.5
70,054 4.0% 40.9% 40.9% 6.9% 7.3% $0.99 1.9% 49.7% 40.9% 7.6% 14 36 7.5
60,088 5.5% 45.7% 34.5% 5.8% 8.5% $0.83 2.5% 53.6% 34.9% 9.0% 15 26 5.5
48,192 8.8% 55.7% 14.7% 9.7% 11.1% $0.64 4.2% 68.1% 16.2% 11.5% 13 34 5.6
48,193 9.9% 60.1% 11.3% 8.0% 10.6% $0.67 4.3% 71.5% 13.1% 11.0% 18 29 5.4
53,363 9.1% 58.1% 15.7% 7.5% 9.6% $0.74 4.0% 69.1% 16.8% 10.1% 19 30 56
53,615 6.9% 56.1% 18.6% 8.8% 9.6% $0.74 3.3% 67.7% 19.1% 10.0% 14 35 5.9
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Franchise Fee (Tax)
The Inx surcharge Is based on Ihe total 
amount of the bill. It Is computed by using 
the applicable tax rates imposed by local 
governments. Tax rates are effective as of 
October 1 ,1995.
Tax rales are as follow s:
Clark County
Unincorporated a re a s '............................0,25%
City of Las Vegas.....................................5.00%
City of H enderson**.................................. 5.00%
City of North Las V egas.........................5.00%
Nye County*.............................................0.14%
‘Adjusted quarterly. Refer to your 
monthly statement for current rates. 
*  'Industrial customers who qualify m ay be  
eligible for a  partia l exemption. Please 
contact the City o f Henderson.
RATE CODES
Residential Service.................. .................. RS
G eneral S erv ice ....................... .................. GS
Large General S erv ice-1 ........ ...........LGS-1
Large General Service
Secondary V oltage........................... LOSS
Prim ary V oltage.................. .............LGSP
Transm ission V oltage........ ............. LGST
Private Area Lighting
R esiden tia l...........................
C om m erc ia l......................... ........ GS-PAL
The Public Service Com m ission of N evada 
authorized rate reductions of $20,1 on 
October 1,1995 and $17.6 million on 
December 1,1995. C om bined the 
reductions totaled $37.7 million, or 5 
percent. Nearly all of the rate reduction 
resulted from  lower fuel and purchased 
pow er costs.
The new  rates are listed here by custom er 
class. Also listed are tax surcharges 
applicabte to eacti custom er, depending on 
the location of the service.
All rates include $0.00015 per kWh for 
recovery of expenses incurred in 
developing a plan for resources pursuant 
to NRS 704.751.
For additional inform ation, 
call 367-5555.
N evada
Pow er
C o m p a n y
Rate Schedules
Residential Rate 
General Service 
Large General Service -  1 
Large General Service 
Private Area Ligtiting
Effective D ecem b er 1,1995
NEVADA POWER COMPANY
12-95/4S0M BON POST OFFICE BOX 230 
LAS VEGAS. NEVADA 89151
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Residential Service (RS)
Customer Charge 
llnergy Charge 
Deferred Energy 
Surcharge
$5.UÜ per bill 
$0.05867 per kWh
$0.00123 per kWii
General Service (GS)
General Service is available to non-residential 
service where usage does not exceed 3,500 kWh 
per bill.
Customer Charge 
Energy Charge 
Deferred Energy 
Surcharge
$5.00 per bill 
$0.06207 per kWh
($0.00157) per kWh
Large General Service-1 (LGS-1)
l arge General Service-1 is available to non- 
residential service where usage is greater than 
3,500 kWh, but less than 300 kW per biii.
Customer Charge 
Demand Charge 
Energy Charge 
Deferred Energy 
Surcharge
Power Factor Charge 
(below 80%)
$15.00 per bill 
$2.90 per kW 
$0.05345 per kWh
($0.00157) per kWh
$0.00140 per kVarh
Large G eneral Service (LGS)
Available to non-residential service where 
usage is greater than 3,500 kWh and also 
greater than 299 kW per bill.
IDeferred Energy
Surcharge ($0.00157) per kWh
Power Factor Charge
(below 80%) $0.00140 per kVa rh
Secondary DIslrlbutlon Voltage
Demand Energy
Summer
per kW per kWh
On-Peak $9.10 $0.07612
Mid-Peak $1.39 $0.07235
Off-Peak $0.00 $0.03767
Winter $1.11 $0.04199
Primary Distribution Voltage
Demand Energy
Summer
per kW per kWh
Un-Peak $8.87 $0.06857
Mid-Peak $1.35 $0.06530
Off-Peak $0.00 $0.03544
Winter $1.08 $0.03928
Transmission Voltage
Demand Energy
Summer
per kW per kWh
On-Peak $7.90 $0.06140
Mid-Peak $1.31 $0.05871
Off-Peak $0.00 $0.03357
Winter $0.73 $0.03686
Customer Charge $225.00 per bill
Time Periods Defined
Summer; June through September 
On-Peak: I p.m.- 7 p.m. ^
Mid-Peak: 10 a m -I p.m. & 7 p.m -10 p.m. 
Off-Peak; 10 p.m. -10 a.m.
Winter: October through May
Private Area Ligtiting (PAL)
RS GS
Deferred Energy 
Surcharge (per kWh) $0.00123 ($0.00157)
Rale A  -  Existing Pole 
175 W mercury vapor $7.02 $7.13
400 W mercury vapor $10.50 $10.74
100 W high pressure sodium $6.53 $6.59
200 W high pressure sodium $8.34 $8.46
400 W high pressure sodium $16.45 $16.69
Rate B -  New Pole'
175 W mercury vapor $15.34 $15.45
400 W mercury vapor $18.83 $19.07
100 W high pressure sodium $14.82 $14.88
200 W high pressure sodium $16.57 $16.69
'N evada  Power Is not accepting  
additional PAL cuslomeis where II Is 
necessary to Install a  pole.
Ctiarges Applicable to all Customer 
Classes:
Late Charge
A late charge of 1.5% on the amount in arrears 
will be assessed if bill is not paid by Ihe due 
date.
Miscellaneous Service Charges
Service Connection $15.00
Service Reconnection $20.00
Returned Check Charge $10.00
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